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Sammode 
Architecture

Outdoor  
lighting

Sammode has a 90-year track record of cultivating its unique 

status as a designer/manufacturer. Having complete control 

of the lighting chain at every stage from design and consultancy 

through to manufacture allows the company to achieve 

an equally unique level of uncompromising standards 

and attention to detail. Every day, more lighting designers, 

architects and local authorities are persuaded by the aesthetic 

finish and functionality of Sammode-developed lighting 

solutions that now set the benchmark for an entire industry.
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Durability 

and dependability

For four generations, we have developed a unique level of experience in bringing light into the most 

critical locations and most severe environments under the most demanding conditions. Established 

in 1927, Sammode is now synonymous with high-durability, high-dependability technical lighting. 

Our expertise covers every link in the lighting chain, from design to manufacture, which means that 

we can guarantee to provide the best quality of lighting in all environments between -60°C and +200°C.

Experience and local 

presence

Our strength is built on 90 years of service to lighting. We are also an independent family business 

on the human scale. Combined with our proud history, this structure makes us efficient and responsive, 

and gives us the capability to take onboard the real-life needs of our customers, and interpret them 

immediately to design and manufacture precisely the right product for the job.

Robustness 

and adaptability

We design and manufacture functional lighting that has always been appreciated for its performance, 

quality and low operating cost. We continually refine all our products by improving their design, selecting 

the best-possible materials and incorporating new technologies validated by our own laboratory. 

The key characteristics of our luminaires are robustness, longevity, dependability and adaptability.

100 % French design 

and manufacture

Based in the Vosges region throughout our history, we manufacture 100 % French luminaires. We have 

expert control of every link in the production chain, and are committed to a rolling programme 

of investment in upgrading our facilities. We source European-made components and work closely with 

our partners to refine our luminaires, reduce their environmental footprint and limit transport distances.

Attentiveness 

and commitment

As a family business on the human scale, we place great value on individual commitment. Listening 

attentively to customer requirements, analysing their needs, ensuring that our customers make the right 

choices and minimising cost of ownership : our teams are dedicated to serving customers, advising them 

and finding the most appropriate solutions for their problems within their precise technical and budgetary 

constraints.

Values 
and expertise 

1. Lighting for damp 
environments from the 1938 
catalogue.

2. A page from the 1968 
Sammode catalogue.

3. Ingress protection testing. 
Test laboratory.
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Respect 

for the environment 

Our environmental policy has always been clear and simple : we reject 

the idea of throwaway products and planned obsolescence, we select 

recyclable materials, prefer maintenance and component-by-component 

renovation, and reduce waste to the minimum. We understand that 

by designing efficient, dependable products, we limit production 

and reduce the need for maintenance. For every project we undertake, 

we help our customers to limit their energy consumption and use of  

natural resources.

Innovation Our continual commitment to research and the creation of new lighting 

solutions is motivated by technological progress and solving 

the individual problems specific to each customer. A demanding 

approach to technical issues is central to this commitment, as is minute 

attention to detail in design and manufacture, both of which contribute 

to meeting an exacting set of product functionality and durability criteria.

Often invisible to the naked eye, these innovations always deliver 

improved performance.

LED technologies The development of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) is both 

a major technological revolution and a significant challenge for lighting 

manufacturers. Our Research & Innovation Department has been working 

for a decade on these new lighting systems. They offer enormous 

opportunities in terms of functionality, lighting precision and light control, 

as well as the promise of even greater energy savings.

Quality Our luminaires are created from the highest quality materials, including 

304 L stainless steel, and incorporate electrical and electronic 

components selected in our laboratories for their ability to meet the most 

demanding specifications. The exacting quality and inspection processes 

developed over many years and applied to our products for ATEX 

environments and emergency lighting are also applied to our architectural 

luminaires : assembled with enormous attention to detail in our french 

Châtillon-sur-Saône production plant, they are individually inspected 

and tested. Each then has its own individual serial number to guarantee 

full unit and component traceability.

5-year guarantee We design, manufacture and install lighting that is built to last : 

the absolute opposite of the throwaway mentality and programmed 

obsolescence. From the light source itself to the electronic circuits that 

control it and its mechanical structure, every component is designed 

to stand the test of time and be replaceable. This commitment 

to luminaire quality and durability is backed by our 5-year guarantee 

of round-the-clock operation, which applies to all our ranges.

Sustainable 
lighting

1. Sealing Pissarro housings.
The Sammode production 
plant at Châtillon-sur-Saône, 
France.

2. Sammode head office 
in Paris, France.

3. Photometric 
measurement.
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Sammode 
and Architecture

Appropriateness Everything we do is guided by the principle of : everything that is necessary, and only what 

is necessary. At Sammode, technical prowess should be neither spectacular nor concealed. 

The challenge lies in striking precisely the right balance between efficiency and simplicity. Less 

is more. So our products are developed out of a process that seeks to identify the essential truth.

Continuity of form One of the distinctive and historic characteristics of our architectural range is its continuity of form. 

Our range is broken down into different types of luminaire : wall mounted, ceiling mounted, suspended 

and even security lighting units, but all maintain the same continuity of style, whether their application 

is internal or external. The stylistic consistency of our luminaires is not simply a question of typology, 

but rather a painstaking adjustment of function, materials and technology.

Visual identity Their restrained, elegant, functional and timeless design combined with the functional 

complementarity and continuity offered by our ranges mean that our luminaires fit seamlessly 

into every type of infrastructure and contribute to the individual visual identity and aesthetic 

of the location. We offer architects and lighting designers a completely original starting point 

from which to explore, guided by their own preferences and sensitivities. In addition to meeting 

the functional need for lighting, this landscape of lighting options also brings spaces to life and helps 

users to read and understand the spaces they occupy.

Durability Because architectural projects are not transient, but long-term commitments, and because they 

are spaces for life, we offer luminaires whose aesthetic has been proven over time. Our quest 

for simplicity and restrained design makes our products timeless. They have the casing strength 

characteristics demanded by industry, and these same strengths protect them against the trials 

of the urban environment by making them resistant to pollution and intensive use, making them 

strong, and giving them long-term resistance to all forms of ingress.

Without compromising on our fundamental principles 
of strength, ingress protection, environmental resistance 
and reliability, we remain committed to continually expanding 
our ranges of luminaires. Our single ambition is to light 
and structure your architectural project as appropriately 
and durably as possible.
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 “Architecture transforms light, and light 
transforms architecture”.

Manuelle Gautrand

 “Light transcends limitations ; it transports, projects, 
divides, deflects, reflects, takes on colour, imparts and adds 

life. For its existence, it must interact with materials. 
Opaque materials that absorb and reflect it, and transparent 

or translucent materials, whose texture, brilliance and colour 
defuse it in infinite variation”.

Jean-Marc Ibos et Myrto Vitart

 “I’m interested in the transcendental properties 
of light, by which I mean not only its ability to reveal 

space and illuminate a situation, but in light itself, 
in its natural state and for its own materiality”.

Dominique Perrault

 “Space disappears in the absence of light.  
Space is nothing without light. A building starts 

to express itself in the silence of orchestrated 
perception by light”.

Steven Holl

 “I make no distinction between  
light and every other element,  

since it is an integral part  
of architectural design”.

Jean Nouvel



1110 La Caserne de Bonne shopping centre, Grenoble (France) Architect : Groupe 6The Olympic Tennis Centre, Madrid (Spain) Architect : Dominique Perrault Architecture 2002 – 2009



1312 Multimodal rail station, Bourg-en-Bresse (France) Lighting designer : Yves BralRailway station, Fontenay-sous-Bois (France) 



1514 Rue de la Liberté housing development, Bondy (France) Architect : Gérard de Cussac Emmaüs social housing development, Saint-Ouen-l’Aumône (France) Architect : Daufresne Le Garrec & Associés



1716 Apartments, Paris (France), Architect : Brenac & Gonzalez et AssociésChildcare centre, Pollenfeld (Germany) Architect : Kühnlein Architektur



1918 Police head quarters, Paris (France), Architect : Atelier 32 ArchitectesPassage Delessert apartments, Paris (France), Architect : Vincent Parreira Atelier Architecture 



2120 Rue du Faubourg du Temple housing development, Paris (France), Architect : Alexandre ChemetoffToulouse Blagnac Airport car park (France) 



2322 Citylights, Paris (France), Architect : Dominique Perrault Architecture 2008-2016Citylights, Paris (France), Architect : Dominique Perrault Architecture 2008-2016



2524 The Molière learning centre, Les Mureaux (France), Architect : ALKA The Molière learning centre, Les Mureaux (France), Architect : ALKA 



2726 Jules Verne school, Châtenay Malabry (France), Architect : archi5Louise Michel high school, Gisors (France), Architects : archi5 



28 Suchet Sports Centre, Paris (France), Architect : KOZ architectes
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Amenity light 
fittings
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Amenity light 
fittings

Compact luminaires designed to light small outdoor 
public spaces (building exteriors, passenger shelters, 
balconies, etc.), and address the major constraints associated 
with the presence of the public and the need for aesthetic 
integration.

0 1000 2000 3000

Seurat

Cranach

Vouet

Vouet Sensor

Flux (lm)

Luminaire Lighting level Length ON-OFF version ON-10 % version Integrated sensor version Technology Page

Seurat 20–50 lx 0,9 m ● ● LED 34

Cranach 10–50 lx 0,7 m ● ● LED 36

Vouet 10–50 lx 0,4 m ● ● LED 38

Vouet Sensor 10–50 lx 0,4 m ● ● ● LED 40
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Fonctionality Our amenity lighting ranges offer functional 

solutions that optimise your installations 

by providing integrated lighting management that 

meets your specific needs.

Control External sensor control

Sensor operation and lighting are two distinct 

functions. It can be advisable to separate 

them to maximise the potential of each. 

So all our ranges of bulkhead lights can be easily 

controlled by an external sensor or timer, 

or in conjunction with an external twilight switch.

 

Internal sensor control

The Vouet Sensor versions feature an integrated 

HF sensor for automatic switching on the basis 

of movement and light level detection.

 

Management scenario Lighting on demand : ON-OFF versions

The ON-OFF versions provide lighting only when 

needed : simply connect them to an internal 

or external movement sensor. This is the simplest 

solution for reducing energy consumption 

in low-use spaces.

 

100 %

0 %

Time

Light output % Delay

Making spaces feel safe : ON-10 % versions

Some spaces need a minimum level of light so that 

people can find their way and feel safe.

Used in conjunction with an internal or external 

sensor, the ON-10 % versions provide a standby 

level equivalent to 10 % of the rated light output, 

switching to 100 % when a presence is detected : 

the ideal solution for combining safety with energy 

savings.  

100 %

0 %

10 %

Time

Light output % Delay

Amenity lighting The intrinsic qualities of our bulkhead ranges (strength, 
reliability, functionality, etc.) make these luminaires 
perfectly suited to lighting urban street furniture (kiosks, 
bus shelters, etc.), building exteriors and balconies.
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Variable centre distance

AG1115

Principal part numbers

Lumens* L (mm) A (mm) T (K) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

ON-OFF versions

3000K version

1500 900 280 3000 SEURAT 1500-830 1316 0010 15

4000K version

1500 900 280 4000 SEURAT 1500-840 1316 0020 15

ON-10% versions**

3000K version

1500 900 280 3000 SEURAT 1500-830 MV10 1316 0030 15

4000K version

1500 900 280 4000 SEURAT 1500-840 MV10 1316 0040 15

* Light output of the luminaire

** The function is activated by an external sensor, a timer or a twilight switch (not provided)

Specifications

Technical data

Light source • High-efficiency removable LED modules (155lm/W, IRC>80, 3 SDCM)
• 50 000 h L80/B10 at max. operating temperature

Optics • Special satin-finish housing for LED
• Light mixing chamber

Light comfort Brightness management using a satin-finish housing

Photobiological hazard Group 0

Heat management Passive heat sink in aluminium

Control gear • ON-OFF version: constant current driver (non-dimmable)
• ON-10% version: standby mode 10% managed by external sensor

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 10 mm
• To a 2 x 2,5 mm² fixed terminal block for ON-OFF versions
• To a 3 x 2,5 mm² fixed terminal block for ON-10% versions
• Installation in vertical position: cable gland positioned downwards

Closing • Closing by tightening the nut on the cable gland
• Housing with reinforced imperviousness by radial expansion of the sealing

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

LED engine maintenance • Opening by loosening the nut beneath the cable gland
• Easily removable LED modules and driver

Materials and finishing

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Unit cover Rolled 304L stainless steel

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -25 °C to +35 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

   

Options

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BAVT

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Seurat Tubular impervious amenity light fitting

Light output 1500 lm

Length 900 mm
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Variable centre distance

Principal part numbers

Lumens* L (mm) T (K) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

ON-OFF versions

3000K versions

900 715 3000 CRANACH 900-830 1473 0010 9

1500 CRANACH 1500-830 1473 0020 15

4000K versions

900 715 4000 CRANACH 900-840 1473 0030 9

1500 CRANACH 1500-840 1473 0040 15

ON-10% versions**

3000K versions

900 715 3000 CRANACH 900-830 MV10 1473 0050 9

1500 CRANACH 1500-830 MV10 1473 0060 15

4000K versions

900 715 4000 CRANACH 900-840 MV10 1473 0070 9

1500 CRANACH 1500-840 MV10 1473 0080 15

* Light output of the luminaire

** The function is activated by an external sensor, a timer or a twilight switch (not provided)

Specifications

Technical data

Light source • High-efficiency removable LED modules (165lm/W, IRC>80, 3 SDCM)
• 50 000 h L80/B10 at max. operating temperature

Optics • Special satin-finish housing for LED
• Light mixing chamber

Light comfort Brightness management using a satin-finish housing

Photobiological hazard Group 0

Heat management Passive heat sink in aluminium

Control gear • ON-OFF version: constant current driver (non-dimmable)
• ON-10% version: standby mode 10% managed by external sensor

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 12 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block for ON-OFF versions
• To a 3x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block for ON-10% versions
• Installation in vertical position: cable gland positioned downwards

Closing • Closing by tightening the nut on the cable gland
• Housing with reinforced imperviousness by radial expansion of the sealing

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

LED engine maintenance • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Maintenance without tampering with the cable by removal of the end cap without 

cable entry
• Patented system with automatic electrical connection/disconnection on closure
• Easily removable LED modules and driver

Materials and finishing

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -25 °C to +35 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

   

Options

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BCVT

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Tubular impervious amenity light fitting

Light output 900 lm and 1500 lm

Length 715 mm

  

Cranach

AG1115
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Principal part numbers

Lumens* L (mm) T (K) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

ON-OFF versions

3000K versions

900 420 3000 VOUET 900-830 1566 0010 8

1500 VOUET 1500-830 1566 0020 15

4000K versions

900 420 4000 VOUET 900-840 1566 0030 8

1500 VOUET 1500-840 1566 0040 15

ON-10% versions**

3000K versions

900 420 3000 VOUET 900-830 MV10 1566 0050 8

1500 VOUET 1500-830 MV10 1566 0060 15

4000K versions

900 420 4000 VOUET 900-840 MV10 1566 0070 8

1500 VOUET 1500-840 MV10 1566 0080 15

* Light output of the luminaire

** The function is activated by an external sensor, a timer or a twilight switch (not provided)

Specifications

Technical data

Light source • High-efficiency removable LED modules (165lm/W, IRC>80, 3 SDCM)
• 50 000 h L80/B10 at max. operating temperature

Optics • Special satin-finish housing for LED
• Light mixing chamber

Light comfort Brightness management using a satin-finish housing

Photobiological hazard Group 0

Heat management Passive heat sink in aluminium

Control gear • ON-OFF version: constant current driver (non-dimmable)
• ON-10% version: standby mode 10% managed by external sensor

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 2 x 2,5 mm² fixed terminal block for ON-OFF versions
• To a 3 x 2,5 mm² fixed terminal block for ON-10% versions
• Installation in vertical position: cable gland positioned downwards

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

LED engine maintenance • Easily removable LED modules and driver
• Quick opening with just one screw and removing the housing
• Whitout tampering with the cable by removal of the end cap without cable entry

Materials and finishing

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -25 °C to +35 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

   

Options

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Looping

2 cable glands - Ø cable: 5 to 54 mm 213LN

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Tubular impervious amenity light fitting

Light output 900 lm and 1500 lm

Length 420 mm

  

Vouet

AG1115

Variable centre distance
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Variable centre distance

Principal part numbers

Lumens* L (mm) T (K) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

ON-OFF versions

3000K versions

900 420 3000 VOUET SENSOR 900-830 1567 0010 8

1500 VOUET SENSOR 1500-830 1567 0020 15

4000K versions

900 420 4000 VOUET SENSOR 900-840 1567 0030 8

1500 VOUET SENSOR 1500-840 1567 0040 15

ON-10% versions**

3000K versions

900 420 3000 VOUET SENSOR 900-830 MV10 1567 0050 8

1500 VOUET SENSOR 1500-830 MV10 1567 0060 15

4000K versions

900 420 4000 VOUET SENSOR 900-840 MV10 1567 0070 8

1500 VOUET SENSOR 1500-840 MV10 1567 0080 15

* Light output of the luminaire

Specifications

Technical data

Light source • High-efficiency removable LED modules (165lm/W, IRC>80, 3 SDCM)
• 50 000 h L80/B10 at max. operating temperature

Optics • Special satin-finish housing for LED
• Light mixing chamber

Light comfort Brightness management using a satin-finish housing

Photobiological hazard Group 0

Heat management Passive heat sink in aluminium

Control gear • ON-OFF version: constant current driver (non-dimmable)
• ON-10% version: standby mode 10% managed by internal sensor

Integrated sensor • HF sensor 5.8 GHz with 160° detection angle
Settings via potentiometer:
• Operating distance 0.5 - 5m
• Photo electric switch 5 - 2000lux
• Follow-up time 30s – 30min

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 2 x 2,5 mm² fixed terminal block for ON-OFF versions
• To a 3 x 2,5 mm² fixed terminal block for ON-10% versions
• Installation in vertical position: cable gland positioned downwards

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

LED engine maintenance • Easily removable LED modules and driver
• Quick opening with just one screw and removing the housing
• Whitout tampering with the cable by removal of the end cap without cable entry

Materials and finishing

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -20 °C to +35 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

   

Options

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Looping

2 cable glands - Ø cable: 5 to 54 mm 213LN

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Tubular impervious amenity light fitting

Light output 900 lm and 1500 lm

Length 420 mm

Sensor Internal HF sensor

  

Vouet Sensor

AG1115
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Wall light fittings Vertical wall light fittings 45
Horizontal wall light fittings 57
Asymmetric wall light fittings 73

Luminaires surface mounted on a vertical surface 

(wall, post, etc.) for outdoor traffic areas (pathways, 

stairs, walkways, etc.).

Type Purpose

Vertical wall light fittings For giving pace to space

Horizontal wall light fittings For efficiency

Asymmetric wall light fittings For eliminating direct vision of the light 

source 
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Vertical wall light 
fittings

Luminaire Type Lighting level Length Compactness Technology Page

Dix Diffuse 5–10 lx 0,3 m ● ● ● E27 46

Turner Diffuse 30–50 lx 1–1,3 m ● ● LED 48

Monteverdi Diffuse 30–50 lx 0,7–1,3 m ● ● T5 50

Elgar Directional 30–50 lx 0,7–1,3 m ● ● T5 52

Gounod Directional 30–100 lx 0,7–1,3 m ● T5 54

Vertical linear wall luminaires to light outdoor traffic areas 
(pathways, stairs, etc.) subject to specific public access 
constraints and the need to provide structural pace for these 
spaces.

0 1000 2000 3000

Dix

Turner

Monteverdi

Elgar

Gounod

Flux (lm)
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Variable centre distance

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Optics Part No.

11 W max 270 DIX70 11W POME 113LN SA BCV 1432 0020

Specifications

Technical data

Light source • 1 x E27 lamp < 11 W, not included
• Compact fluorescent lamp with integrated gear unit or LED

Optics Satin-finish diffusing housing

Light comfort Brightness management using a satin-finish housing

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 12 mm
• To a 3x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block
• Installation in vertical position: cable gland positioned downwards

Closing • Closing by tightening the nut on the cable gland
• Housing with reinforced imperviousness by radial expansion of the sealing

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Opening by loosening the nut beneath the cable gland
• Whitout tampering with the cable by removal of the end cap without cable entry

Materials and finishing

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Unit cover Rolled 304L stainless steel

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class I

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

   

Options

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BCVT

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Tool-free closing using a wing system FSO

Compact wall light fitting for lamp with E27 socket

Power < 11 W

Length 270 mm

  

Dix

AG1115
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Variable centre distance

Principal part numbers

Lumens* L (mm) T (K) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

3000K versions

1600 995 3000 TURNER 1600-830 1474 0010 14

2200 1275 TURNER 2200-830 1474 0020 19

4000K versions

1600 995 4000 TURNER 1600-840 1474 0050 14

2200 1275 TURNER 2200-840 1474 0060 19

* Light output of the luminaire

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source • High-efficiency removable LED modules (160lm/W, IRC>80, 3 SDCM)
• 50 000 h L80/B10 at max. operating temperature

Optics • Special satin-finish housing for LED
• Light mixing chamber

Light comfort Brightness management using a satin-finish housing

Photobiological hazard Group 0

Heat management Passive heat sink in aluminium

Control gear Constant current driver (non-dimmable)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 12 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block
• Installation in vertical position: cable gland positioned downwards

Closing • Closing by tightening the nut on the cable gland
• Housing with reinforced imperviousness by radial expansion of the sealing

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

LED engine maintenance • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Maintenance without tampering with the cable by removal of the end cap without 

cable entry
• Patented system with automatic electrical connection/disconnection on closure
• Easily removable LED modules and driver

Materials and finishing

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -25 °C to +35 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

   

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BCVT

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Vertical wall light fitting for diffuse lighting

Light output 1600 and 2200 lm

Length 995 mm and 1275 mm

  

Turner

AG1115
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Sammode   Monteverdi 5150   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

1 x 14 W 695 MON70 CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN SA BCV 1492 0100 17

1 x 21 W 995 MON70 CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN SA BCV 1492 0110 24

1 x 28 W 1295 MON70 CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN SA BCV 1492 0120 32

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source 1 x T5 lamp, not included

Optics • Satin-finish diffusing housing
• White powder coated gear tray acting as reflector

Light comfort Brightness management using a satin-finish housing

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 12 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block
• Installation in vertical position: cable gland positioned downwards

Closing • Closing by tightening the nut on the cable gland
• Housing with reinforced imperviousness by radial expansion of the sealing

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Maintenance without tampering with the cable by removal of the end cap without 

cable entry
• Patented system with automatic electrical connection/disconnection on closure

Materials and finishing

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

    

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Electronic gear unit for 1-10V analogue 
dimming

RA

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BCVT

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Vertical wall light fitting for diffuse lighting

Power 1 × 14 W to 1 × 28 W

Length 695 to 1295 mm

  

Monteverdi

AG1115
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Sammode   Elgar 5352   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

1 x 14 W 695 ELG70 CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN BCV 1431 0040 17

1 x 21 W 995 ELG70 CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN BCV 1431 0050 24

1 x 28 W 1295 ELG70 CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN BCV 1431 0060 32

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source 1 x T5 lamp, not included

Optics Reflector with inclined louvre to turn the flux to the ground

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 12 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block
• Installation in vertical position: cable gland positioned downwards

Closing • Closing by tightening the nut on the cable gland
• Housing with reinforced imperviousness by radial expansion of the sealing

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Maintenance without tampering with the cable by removal of the end cap without 

cable entry
• Patented system with automatic electrical connection/disconnection on closure

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal grey powder coated steel gear tray RAL 9006

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

    

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Electronic gear unit for 1-10V analogue 
dimming

RA

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BCVT

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Vertical wall light fitting for directional lighting

Power 1 × 14 W to 1 × 28 W

Length 695 to 1295 mm

  

AG1115

Elgar
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Sammode   Gounod 5554   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

2 x 14 W 685 GOU133 CL2 214E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1655 0040 34

2 x 21 W 995 GOU133 CL2 221E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1655 0050 48

2 x 28 W 1295 GOU133 CL2 228E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1655 0060 64

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source 2 x T5 lamps, not included

Optics Reflector with inclined louvre to turn the flux to the ground

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block
• Installation in vertical position: cable gland positioned downwards

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Patented sliding maintenance system
• Relamping without removing the gear tray

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal grey powder coated steel gear tray RAL 9006

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

    

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Electronic gear unit for 1-10V analogue 
dimming

RA

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Vertical wall light fitting for directional lighting

Power 2 × 14 W to 2 × 28 W

Length 685 to 1295 mm

  

Gounod

AG1115



56   Sammode  Sammode   Horizontal wall light fittings 57

0 1000 2000 3000 4000

Streeton

Turner

Lanfranco

Purcell

Purcell GRD

Monteverdi 

Chardin

Flux (lm)

Horizontal wall 
light fittings

Horizontal linear wall lights to illuminate outdoor traffic areas 
(pathways, stairs, walkways, etc.) where lighting performance 
and energy efficiency are requirements.

Luminaire Type Lighting level Height Comfort Length Technology Page

Streeton Directional 50–100 lx  < 3 m ● ● 1–1,6 m LED 58

Turner Diffuse 50–100 lx  < 3 m ● ● ● 1–1,6 m LED 60

Lanfranco Diffuse 50–150 lx  < 4 m ● ● ● 1–1,6 m LED 62

Purcell Directional 50–100 lx  < 4 m ● ● 0,7–1,6 m T5 64

Purcell GRD Directional 30–50 lx  < 3 m ● ● ● 0,7–1,6 m T5 66

Monteverdi Diffuse 50–100 lx  < 3 m ● ● ● 0,7–1,6 m T5 68

Chardin Diffuse 50–100 lx  < 3 m ● ● ● 0,7–1,6 m T5 70
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Sammode   Streeton 5958   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

Principal part numbers

Lumens* L (mm) T (K) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

3000K versions

1500 995 3000 STREETON 1500-830 1486 0010 14

2000 1275 STREETON 2000-830 1486 0020 18

2500 1560 STREETON 2500-830 1486 0030 22

4000K versions

1500 995 4000 STREETON 1500-840 1486 0040 14

2000 1275 STREETON 2000-840 1486 0050 18

2500 1560 STREETON 2500-840 1486 0060 22

* Light output of the luminaire

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source • High-efficiency removable LED module (170lm/W, IRC>80, 3 SDCM)
• 50 000 h L80/B10 at max. operating temperature

Optics • Extensive reflector in mirror finish aluminium
• Specific satin-finish primary diffuser optics reducing axial intensity
• Light mixing chamber

Photobiological hazard Group 1

Heat management Passive heat sink in aluminium

Control gear Constant current driver (non-dimmable)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 12 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Closing by tightening the nut on the cable gland
• Housing with reinforced imperviousness by radial expansion of the sealing

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

LED engine maintenance • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Maintenance without tampering with the cable by removal of the end cap without 

cable entry
• Patented system with automatic electrical connection/disconnection on closure
• Easily removable LED modules and driver

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal grey powder coated steel gear tray RAL 9006

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -25 °C to +35 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

   

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BCVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Horizontal wall light fitting for directional lighting

Light output 1500 to 2500 lm

Length 995 to 1560 mm

  

Streeton

AG1115
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Sammode   Turner 6160   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

Principal part numbers

Lumens* L (mm) T (K) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

3000K versions

1600 995 3000 TURNER 1600-830 1474 0010 14

2200 1275 TURNER 2200-830 1474 0020 19

2700 1560 TURNER 2700-830 1474 0030 24

4000K versions

1600 995 4000 TURNER 1600-840 1474 0050 14

2200 1275 TURNER 2200-840 1474 0060 19

2700 1560 TURNER 2700-840 1474 0070 24

* Light output of the luminaire

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source • High-efficiency removable LED modules (160lm/W, IRC>80, 3 SDCM)
• 50 000 h L80/B10 at max. operating temperature

Optics • Special satin-finish housing for LED
• Light mixing chamber

Light comfort Brightness management using a satin-finish housing

Photobiological hazard Group 0

Heat management Passive heat sink in aluminium

Control gear Constant current driver (non-dimmable)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 12 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Closing by tightening the nut on the cable gland
• Housing with reinforced imperviousness by radial expansion of the sealing

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

LED engine maintenance • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Maintenance without tampering with the cable by removal of the end cap without 

cable entry
• Patented system with automatic electrical connection/disconnection on closure
• Easily removable LED modules and driver

Materials and finishing

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -25 °C to +35 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

   

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BCVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Horizontal wall light fitting for diffuse lighting

Light output 1600 to 2700 lm

Length 995 to 1560 mm

  

AG1115

Turner
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Sammode   Lanfranco 6362   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

Principal part numbers

Lumens* L (mm) T (K) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

3000K versions

2400 1018 3000 LANFRANCO 2400-830 1571 0010 20

3200 1318 LANFRANCO 3200-830 1571 0020 25

4000 1618 LANFRANCO 4000-830 1571 0030 30

4000K versions

2400 1018 4000 LANFRANCO 2400-840 1571 0050 20

3200 1318 LANFRANCO 3200-840 1571 0060 25

4000 1618 LANFRANCO 4000-840 1571 0070 30

* Light output of the luminaire

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source • High-efficiency removable LED modules (165lm/W, IRC>80, 3 SDCM)
• 50 000 h L80/B10 at max. operating temperature

Optics • Special satin-finish housing for LED
• Light mixing chamber

Light comfort Brightness management using a satin-finish housing

Photobiological hazard Group 0

Heat management Passive heat sink in aluminium

Control gear Constant current driver (non-dimmable)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

LED engine maintenance • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Patented sliding maintenance system
• Easily removable LED modules and driver

Materials and finishing

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -25 °C to +35 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

   

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Looping

2 cable glands - Ø cable: 5 to 54 mm 213LN

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Horizontal wall light fitting for diffuse lighting

Light output 2400 to 4000 lm

Length 1018 to 1618 mm

  

AG1115

Lanfranco
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Sammode   Purcell 6564   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

Horizontal wall light fitting for directional lighting

Power 1 × 14 W to 1 × 35 W

Length 695 to 1595 mm

  

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

Versions with extensive reflector

1 x 14 W 695 PUR70 CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN RE BCV 1493 0060 17

1 x 21 W 995 PUR70 CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN RE BCV 1493 0070 24

1 x 28 W 1295 PUR70 CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN RE BCV 1493 0080 32

1 x 35 W 1595 PUR70 CL2 135E G5 POME 113LN RE BCV 1493 0090 39

Versions with intensive reflector

1 x 14 W 695 PUR70 CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN RI BCV 1493 0570 17

1 x 21 W 995 PUR70 CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN RI BCV 1493 0580 24

1 x 28 W 1295 PUR70 CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN RI BCV 1493 5042 32

1 x 35 W 1595 PUR70 CL2 135E G5 POME 113LN RI BCV 1493 5008 39

Available for 24, 39, 49, 54, and 80 W T5 HO lamps

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source 1 x T5 lamp, not included

Optics Reflector in mirror finish aluminium :
• Intensive (narrow beam)
• Extensive (wide beam)

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 12 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Closing by tightening the nut on the cable gland
• Housing with reinforced imperviousness by radial expansion of the sealing

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Maintenance without tampering with the cable by removal of the end cap without 

cable entry
• Patented system with automatic electrical connection/disconnection on closure

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal grey powder coated steel gear tray RAL 9006

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

    

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Electronic gear unit for 1-10V analogue 
dimming

RA

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BCVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Purcell

AG1115
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Sammode   Purcell GRD 6766   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

Horizontal wall light fitting with louvre

Power 1 × 14 W to 1 × 35 W

Length 695 to 1595 mm

Glare control Longitudinal: 20°

  

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

1 x 14 W 695 PUR70 CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN GRD BCV 1493 0200 17

1 x 21 W 995 PUR70 CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN GRD BCV 1493 0210 24

1 x 28 W 1295 PUR70 CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN GRD BCV 1493 0220 32

1 x 35 W 1595 PUR70 CL2 135E G5 POME 113LN GRD BCV 1493 0230 39

Available for 24, 39, 49, 54, and 80 W T5 HO lamps

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source 1 x T5 lamp, not included

Optics Extensive reflector with brushed aluminium louvre

Light comfort • Longitudinal brightness control
• Longitudinal glare control: 20°

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 12 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Closing by tightening the nut on the cable gland
• Housing with reinforced imperviousness by radial expansion of the sealing

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Maintenance without tampering with the cable by removal of the end cap without 

cable entry
• Patented system with automatic electrical connection/disconnection on closure

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal grey powder coated steel gear tray RAL 9006

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

    

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Electronic gear unit for 1-10V analogue 
dimming

RA

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BCVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Purcell GRD

AG1115
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Sammode   Monteverdi 6968   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

AG1115

Monteverdi Horizontal wall light fitting for diffuse lighting

Power 1 × 14 W to 1 × 35 W

Length 695 to 1595 mm

  

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

1 x 14 W 695 MON70 CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN SA BCV 1492 0100 17

1 x 21 W 995 MON70 CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN SA BCV 1492 0110 24

1 x 28 W 1295 MON70 CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN SA BCV 1492 0120 32

1 x 35 W 1595 MON70 CL2 135E G5 POME 113LN SA BCV 1492 0130 39

Available for 24, 39, 49, 54, and 80 W T5 HO lamps

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source 1 x T5 lamp, not included

Optics • Satin-finish diffusing housing
• White powder coated gear tray acting as reflector

Light comfort Brightness management using a satin-finish housing

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 12 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Closing by tightening the nut on the cable gland
• Housing with reinforced imperviousness by radial expansion of the sealing

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Maintenance without tampering with the cable by removal of the end cap without 

cable entry
• Patented system with automatic electrical connection/disconnection on closure

Materials and finishing

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

    

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Electronic gear unit for 1-10V analogue 
dimming

RA

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BCVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR
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Sammode   Chardin 7170   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

AG1115

Chardin Horizontal wall light fitting for diffuse lighting

Power 1 × 14 W to 1 × 35 W

Length 708 to 1618 mm

  

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

1 x 14 W 708 CHA100 CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN SA BRV 1581 0060 17

1 x 21 W 1018 CHA100 CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN SA BRV 1581 0070 24

1 x 28 W 1318 CHA100 CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN SA BRV 1581 0080 32

1 x 35 W 1618 CHA100 CL2 135E G5 POME 113LN SA BRV 1581 0090 39

Available for 24, 39, 49, 54, and 80 W T5 HO lamps

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source 1 x T5 lamp, not included

Optics • Satin-finish diffusing housing
• White powder coated gear tray acting as reflector

Light comfort Brightness management using a satin-finish housing

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Patented sliding maintenance system
• Relamping without removing the gear tray

Materials and finishing

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

    

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Electronic gear unit for 1-10V analogue 
dimming

RA

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Looping

2 cable glands - Ø cable: 5 to 54 mm 213LN

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR
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Asymmetric wall 
light fittings

Horizontal wall light fittings with asymmetric light distribution 
for uniform lighting of outdoor traffic areas (pathways, stairs, 
walkways, etc.) 

Luminaire Lighting level Compactness Efficiency Length Technology Page

Fragonard 20–100 lx ● ● ● ● ● 0,7–1,6 m T5 74

Eckersberg 20–100 lx ● ● ● ● ● 0,7–1,6 m T5 76

0 1000 2000 3000

Fragonard

Eckersberg

Flux (lm)
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Sammode   Fragonard 7574   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

AG1115

Fragonard Horizontal wall light fitting with asymmetrical optics

Power 1 × 14 W to 1 × 35 W

Length 695 to 1595 mm

  

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

1 x 14 W 695 FRA70 CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN BCV 1482 0060 17

1 x 21 W 995 FRA70 CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN BCV 1482 0070 24

1 x 28 W 1295 FRA70 CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN BCV 1482 0080 32

1 x 35 W 1595 FRA70 CL2 135E G5 POME 113LN BCV 1482 0090 39

Available for 24, 39, 49, 54, and 80 W T5 HO lamps

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Caution: As the reflector is asymmetrical, the reversible gear tray must be turned over for a cable entry 
on the left

Specifications

Technical data

Light source 1 x T5 lamp, not included

Optics Reflector in mirror finish aluminium :
• Asymmetrical optics enabling the illumination of a wall without direct view 

on the light source

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 12 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Closing by tightening the nut on the cable gland
• Housing with reinforced imperviousness by radial expansion of the sealing

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Maintenance without tampering with the cable by removal of the end cap without 

cable entry
• Patented system with automatic electrical connection/disconnection on closure

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal grey powder coated steel gear tray RAL 9006

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

    

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Electronic gear unit for 1-10V analogue 
dimming

RA

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BCVT

Finishings

White internal unit cover CA

316L stainless steel MR

Accessories

Kit for raised wall fixing of 250 mm CP00484
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Sammode   Eckersberg 7776   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

Type right versions

Light fitting at the top, turned downwards, facing the floor: cable entry on the left

1 x 14 W 708 ECK100 TYPR CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1532 0110 17

1 x 21 W 1018 ECK100 TYPR CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1532 0120 24

1 x 28 W 1318 ECK100 TYPR CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1532 0130 32

1 x 35 W 1618 ECK100 TYPR CL2 135E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1532 0140 39

Type left versions

Light fitting at the top, turned downwards, facing the floor: cable entry on the right

1 x 14 W 708 ECK100 TYPL CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1532 0150 17

1 x 21 W 1018 ECK100 TYPL CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1532 0160 24

1 x 28 W 1318 ECK100 TYPL CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1532 0170 32

1 x 35 W 1618 ECK100 TYPL CL2 135E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1532 0180 39

Available for 24, 39, 49, 54, and 80 W T5 HO lamps

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Caution: As the reflector is asymmetrical, the light fitting cannot be turned over.

Specifications

Technical data

Light source 1 x T5 lamp, not included

Optics Reflector in mirror finish aluminium :
• Asymmetrical optics enabling the illumination of a wall without direct view 

on the light source

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Patented sliding maintenance system
• Relamping without removing the gear tray

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal grey powder coated steel gear tray RAL 9006

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

    

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Electronic gear unit for 1-10V analogue 
dimming

RA

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Accessories

Kit for raised wall fixing of 250 mm CP00484

Horizontal wall light fitting with asymmetrical optics

Power 1 × 14 W to 1 × 35 W

Length 708 to 1618 mm

  

Eckersberg

AG1115
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Ceiling light fittings Ceiling light fittings for general lighting 81
Low-glare ceiling light fittings 103
Compact ceiling light fittings 109
High-level ceiling light fittings 115
Industrial floodlights 121
Asymmetric ceiling light fittings 125

Ceiling lights used to illuminate outdoor traffic 

areas (covered passages, walkways, awnings, 

platforms, playgrounds, etc.)

Use Application

Ceiling light fittings 

for general lighting

Installation height

< 5 m

Covered passageways, 

walkways, platforms, 

playgrounds, awnings, etc.

Low-glare ceiling light 

fittings

High level of visual 

comfort required 

Rail platforms

Compact ceiling light 

fittings 

Restricted space Canopies, etc. 

High-level ceiling light 

fittings

Installation height 

5 to 7 m

Rail platforms, 

playgrounds, etc.

Industrial floodlights On-demand lighting Covered passageways, etc.

Asymmetric ceiling light 

fittings

Enhancement
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Ceiling light fittings 
for general lighting

Diffuse or directional linear ceiling lights used to illuminate 
outdoor traffic areas (covered passages, walkways, awnings, 
platforms, playgrounds, etc.) at installation heights < 5 m.

0 1000 2000 3000 4000

Streeton

Turner

Palestrina 

Lanfranco

Purcell

Purcell GRD

Pissarro GRD

Chardin

Monteverdi 

Pissarro

Flux (lm)

Luminaire Type Lighting level Height Comfort Length Technology Page

Streeton Directional 50–100 lx < 3 m ● ● 1–1,6 m LED 82

Turner Diffuse 50–100 lx < 3 m ● ● ● 1–1,6 m LED 84

Palestrina Directional 50–150 lx < 5 m ● ● 1–1,6 m LED 86

Lanfranco Diffuse 50–150 lx < 4 m ● ● ● 1–1,6 m LED 88

Purcell Directional 50–100 lx < 5 m ● ● 0,7–1,6 m T5 90

Purcell GRD Directional 30–50 lx < 3 m ● ● ● 0,7–1,6 m T5 92

Monteverdi Diffuse 50–100 lx < 4 m ● ● ● 0,7–1,6 m T5 94

Pissarro Directional 50–100 lx < 5 m ● ● 0,7–1,6 m T5 96

Pissarro GRD Directional 30–50 lx < 3 m ● ● ● 0,7–1,6 m T5 98

Chardin Diffuse 50–100 lx < 4 m ● ● ● 0,7–1,6 m T5 100
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Sammode   Streeton 8382   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

Streeton Ceiling light fitting for directional lighting

Light output 1500 to 2500 lm

Length 995 to 1560 mm

  

Principal part numbers

Lumens* L (mm) T (K) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

3000K versions

1500 995 3000 STREETON 1500-830 1486 0010 14

2000 1275 STREETON 2000-830 1486 0020 18

2500 1560 STREETON 2500-830 1486 0030 22

4000K versions

1500 995 4000 STREETON 1500-840 1486 0040 14

2000 1275 STREETON 2000-840 1486 0050 18

2500 1560 STREETON 2500-840 1486 0060 22

* Light output of the luminaire

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source • High-efficiency removable LED module (170lm/W, IRC>80, 3 SDCM)
• 50 000 h L80/B10 at max. operating temperature

Optics • Extensive reflector in mirror finish aluminium
• Specific satin-finish primary diffuser optics reducing axial intensity
• Light mixing chamber

Photobiological hazard Group 1

Heat management Passive heat sink in aluminium

Control gear Constant current driver (non-dimmable)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 12 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Closing by tightening the nut on the cable gland
• Housing with reinforced imperviousness by radial expansion of the sealing

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

LED engine maintenance • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Maintenance without tampering with the cable by removal of the end cap without 

cable entry
• Patented system with automatic electrical connection/disconnection on closure
• Easily removable LED modules and driver

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal grey powder coated steel gear tray RAL 9006

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -25 °C to +35 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

   

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BCVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

AG1115
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Sammode   Turner 8584   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

Principal part numbers

Lumens* L (mm) T (K) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

3000K versions

1600 995 3000 TURNER 1600-830 1474 0010 14

2200 1275 TURNER 2200-830 1474 0020 19

2700 1560 TURNER 2700-830 1474 0030 24

4000K versions

1600 995 4000 TURNER 1600-840 1474 0050 14

2200 1275 TURNER 2200-840 1474 0060 19

2700 1560 TURNER 2700-840 1474 0070 24

* Light output of the luminaire

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source • High-efficiency removable LED modules (160lm/W, IRC>80, 3 SDCM)
• 50 000 h L80/B10 at max. operating temperature

Optics • Special satin-finish housing for LED
• Light mixing chamber

Light comfort Brightness management using a satin-finish housing

Photobiological hazard Group 0

Heat management Passive heat sink in aluminium

Control gear Constant current driver (non-dimmable)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 12 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Closing by tightening the nut on the cable gland
• Housing with reinforced imperviousness by radial expansion of the sealing

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

LED engine maintenance • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Maintenance without tampering with the cable by removal of the end cap without 

cable entry
• Patented system with automatic electrical connection/disconnection on closure
• Easily removable LED modules and driver

Materials and finishing

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -25 °C to +35 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

   

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BCVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Ceiling light fitting for diffuse lighting

Light output 1600 to 2700 lm

Length 995 to 1560 mm

  

AG1115

Turner
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Sammode   Palestrina 8786   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

Principal part numbers

Lumens* L (mm) T (K) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

3000K versions

2400 1018 3000 PALESTRINA 2400-830 4203 0010 22

3200 1318 PALESTRINA 3200-830 4203 0020 28

4000 1618 PALESTRINA 4000-830 4203 0030 34

4000K versions

2400 1018 4000 PALESTRINA 2400-840 4203 0040 22

3200 1318 PALESTRINA 3200-840 4203 0050 28

4000 1618 PALESTRINA 4000-840 4203 0060 34

* Light output of the luminaire

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source • High-efficiency removable LED modules (165lm/W, IRC>80, 3 SDCM)
• 50 000 h L80/B10 at max. operating temperature

Optics • Extensive reflector in mirror finish aluminium
• Specific satin-finish primary diffuser optics reducing axial intensity
• Light mixing chamber

Photobiological hazard Group 1

Heat management Passive heat sink in aluminium

Control gear Constant current driver (non-dimmable)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

LED engine maintenance • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Patented sliding maintenance system
• Easily removable LED modules and driver

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal grey powder coated steel gear tray RAL 9006

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -25 °C to +35 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

   

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Looping

2 cable glands - Ø cable: 5 to 54 mm 213LN

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Ceiling light fitting for directional lighting

Light output 2400 to 4000 lm

Length 1018 to 1618 mm

  

AG1115

Palestrina
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Sammode   Lanfranco 8988   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

Ceiling light fitting for diffuse lighting

Light output 2400 to 4000 lm

Length 1018 to 1618 mm

  

Principal part numbers

Lumens* L (mm) T (K) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

3000K versions

2400 1018 3000 LANFRANCO 2400-830 1571 0010 20

3200 1318 LANFRANCO 3200-830 1571 0020 25

4000 1618 LANFRANCO 4000-830 1571 0030 30

4000K versions

2400 1018 4000 LANFRANCO 2400-840 1571 0050 20

3200 1318 LANFRANCO 3200-840 1571 0060 25

4000 1618 LANFRANCO 4000-840 1571 0070 30

* Light output of the luminaire

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source • High-efficiency removable LED modules (165lm/W, IRC>80, 3 SDCM)
• 50 000 h L80/B10 at max. operating temperature

Optics • Special satin-finish housing for LED
• Light mixing chamber

Light comfort Brightness management using a satin-finish housing

Photobiological hazard Group 0

Heat management Passive heat sink in aluminium

Control gear Constant current driver (non-dimmable)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

LED engine maintenance • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Patented sliding maintenance system
• Easily removable LED modules and driver

Materials and finishing

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -25 °C to +35 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

   

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Looping

2 cable glands - Ø cable: 5 to 54 mm 213LN

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Lanfranco

AG1115
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Sammode   Purcell 9190   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

AG1115

Purcell Ceiling light fitting for directional lighting

Power 1 × 14 W to 1 × 35 W

Length 695 to 1595 mm

  

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

Versions with extensive reflector

1 x 14 W 695 PUR70 CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN RE BCV 1493 0060 17

1 x 21 W 995 PUR70 CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN RE BCV 1493 0070 24

1 x 28 W 1295 PUR70 CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN RE BCV 1493 0080 32

1 x 35 W 1595 PUR70 CL2 135E G5 POME 113LN RE BCV 1493 0090 39

Versions with intensive reflector

1 x 14 W 695 PUR70 CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN RI BCV 1493 0570 17

1 x 21 W 995 PUR70 CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN RI BCV 1493 0580 24

1 x 28 W 1295 PUR70 CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN RI BCV 1493 5042 32

1 x 35 W 1595 PUR70 CL2 135E G5 POME 113LN RI BCV 1493 5008 39

Available for 24, 39, 49, 54, and 80 W T5 HO lamps

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source 1 x T5 lamp, not included

Optics Reflector in mirror finish aluminium :
• Intensive (narrow beam)
• Extensive (wide beam)

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 12 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Closing by tightening the nut on the cable gland
• Housing with reinforced imperviousness by radial expansion of the sealing

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Maintenance without tampering with the cable by removal of the end cap without 

cable entry
• Patented system with automatic electrical connection/disconnection on closure

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal grey powder coated steel gear tray RAL 9006

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

    

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Electronic gear unit for 1-10V analogue 
dimming

RA

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BCVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR
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Sammode   Purcell GRD 9392   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

1 x 14 W 695 PUR70 CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN GRD BCV 1493 0200 17

1 x 21 W 995 PUR70 CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN GRD BCV 1493 0210 24

1 x 28 W 1295 PUR70 CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN GRD BCV 1493 0220 32

1 x 35 W 1595 PUR70 CL2 135E G5 POME 113LN GRD BCV 1493 0230 39

Available for 24, 39, 49, 54, and 80 W T5 HO lamps

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source 1 x T5 lamp, not included

Optics Extensive reflector with brushed aluminium louvre

Light comfort • Longitudinal brightness control
• Longitudinal glare control: 20°

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 12 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Closing by tightening the nut on the cable gland
• Housing with reinforced imperviousness by radial expansion of the sealing

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Maintenance without tampering with the cable by removal of the end cap without 

cable entry
• Patented system with automatic electrical connection/disconnection on closure

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal grey powder coated steel gear tray RAL 9006

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

    

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Electronic gear unit for 1-10V analogue 
dimming

RA

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BCVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Ceiling light fitting with louvre

Power 1 × 14 W to 1 × 35 W

Length 695 to 1595 mm

Glare control Longitudinal: 20°

  

Purcell GRD

AG1115
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Sammode   Monteverdi 9594   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

1 x 14 W 695 MON70 CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN SA BCV 1492 0100 17

1 x 21 W 995 MON70 CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN SA BCV 1492 0110 24

1 x 28 W 1295 MON70 CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN SA BCV 1492 0120 32

1 x 35 W 1595 MON70 CL2 135E G5 POME 113LN SA BCV 1492 0130 39

Available for 24, 39, 49, 54, and 80 W T5 HO lamps

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source 1 x T5 lamp, not included

Optics • Satin-finish diffusing housing
• White powder coated gear tray acting as reflector

Light comfort Brightness management using a satin-finish housing

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 12 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block
• Installation in vertical position: cable gland positioned downwards

Closing • Closing by tightening the nut on the cable gland
• Housing with reinforced imperviousness by radial expansion of the sealing

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Maintenance without tampering with the cable by removal of the end cap without 

cable entry
• Patented system with automatic electrical connection/disconnection on closure

Materials and finishing

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

    

Options

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Electronic gear unit for 1-10V analogue 
dimming

RA

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BCVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Ceiling light fitting for diffuse lighting

Power 1 × 14 W to 1 × 35 W

Length 695 to 1595 mm

  

Monteverdi

AG1115
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Sammode   Pissarro 9796   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

Pissarro

AG1115

Ceiling light fitting for directional lighting

Power 1 × 14 W to 1 × 35 W

Length 708 to 1618 mm

  

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

Versions with extensive reflector

1 x 14 W 708 PIS100 CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN RE BRV 1584 0060 17

1 x 21 W 1018 PIS100 CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN RE BRV 1584 0070 24

1 x 28 W 1318 PIS100 CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN RE BRV 1584 0080 32

1 x 35 W 1618 PIS100 CL2 135E G5 POME 113LN RE BRV 1584 0090 39

Versions with intensive reflector

1 x 14 W 708 PIS100 CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN RI BRV 1584 5001 17

1 x 21 W 1018 PIS100 CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN RI BRV 1584 0600 24

1 x 28 W 1318 PIS100 CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN RI BRV 1584 0610 32

1 x 35 W 1618 PIS100 CL2 135E G5 POME 113LN RI BRV 1584 0620 39

Available for 24, 39, 49, 54, and 80 W T5 HO lamps

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source 1 x T5 lamp, not included

Optics Reflector in mirror finish aluminium :
• Intensive (narrow beam)
• Extensive (wide beam)

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Patented sliding maintenance system
• Relamping without removing the gear tray

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal grey powder coated steel gear tray RAL 9006

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

    

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Electronic gear unit for 1-10V analogue 
dimming

RA

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Looping

2 cable glands - Ø cable: 5 to 54 mm 213LN

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR
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Sammode   Pissarro GRD 9998   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

AG1115

Pissarro GRD Ceiling light fitting with louvre

Power 1 × 14 W to 1 × 35 W

Length 708 to 1618 mm

Glare control Longitudinal: 30°

  

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

1 x 14 W 708 PIS100 CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN GRD BRV 1584 0200 17

1 x 21 W 1018 PIS100 CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN GRD BRV 1584 0210 24

1 x 28 W 1318 PIS100 CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN GRD BRV 1584 0220 32

1 x 35 W 1618 PIS100 CL2 135E G5 POME 113LN GRD BRV 1584 0230 39

Available for 24, 39, 49, 54, and 80 W T5 HO lamps

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source 1 x T5 lamp, not included

Optics Extensive reflector with brushed aluminium louvre

Light comfort • Longitudinal brightness control
• Longitudinal glare control: 30°

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Patented sliding maintenance system
• Relamping without removing the gear tray

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal grey powder coated steel gear tray RAL 9006

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

    

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Electronic gear unit for 1-10V analogue 
dimming

RA

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Looping

2 cable glands - Ø cable: 5 to 54 mm 213LN

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR
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Sammode   Chardin 101100   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

AG1115

Chardin Ceiling light fitting for diffuse lighting

Power 1 × 14 W to 1 × 35 W

Length 708 to 1618 mm

  

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

1 x 14 W 708 CHA100 CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN SA BRV 1581 0060 17

1 x 21 W 1018 CHA100 CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN SA BRV 1581 0070 24

1 x 28 W 1318 CHA100 CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN SA BRV 1581 0080 32

1 x 35 W 1618 CHA100 CL2 135E G5 POME 113LN SA BRV 1581 0090 39

Available for 24, 39, 49, 54, and 80 W T5 HO lamps

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source 1 x T5 lamp, not included

Optics • Satin-finish diffusing housing
• White powder coated gear tray acting as reflector

Light comfort Brightness management using a satin-finish housing

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Patented sliding maintenance system
• Relamping without removing the gear tray

Materials and finishing

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

    

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Electronic gear unit for 1-10V analogue 
dimming

RA

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Looping

2 cable glands - Ø cable: 5 to 54 mm 213LN

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR
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Low-glare 
ceiling light fittings

 High visual comfort ceiling lights used to illuminate outdoor 
traffic areas (rail platforms, etc.) at installation heights < 4 m.

Luminaire Lighting level Height Comfort Length Technology Page

Uhland 50–150 lx < 4 m ● ● ● 1–1,6 m LED 104

Cézanne 50–150 lx < 4 m ● ● ● 1–1,6 m T5 106

0 1000 2000 3000

Uhland

Cézanne

Flux (lm)
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Sammode   Uhland 105104   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

Low glare ceiling light fitting

Light output 2100 to 3500 lm

Length 1018 to 1618 mm

Glare control • Transversal: 30°
• Longitudinal: 30°

  

Principal part numbers

Lumens* L (mm) T (K) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

3000K versions

2100 1018 3000 UHLAND 2100-830 4201 0010 18

2800 1318 UHLAND 2800-830 4201 0020 23

3500 1618 UHLAND 3500-830 4201 0030 28

4000K versions

2100 1018 4000 UHLAND 2100-840 4201 0040 18

2800 1318 UHLAND 2800-840 4201 0050 23

3500 1618 UHLAND 3500-840 4201 0060 28

* Light output of the luminaire

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source • High-efficiency removable LED modules (165lm/W, IRC>80, 3 SDCM)
• 50 000 h L80/B10 at max. operating temperature

Optics • Low glare louvre with mirror finish anodized aluminium reflector
• Specific satin-finish primary diffuser optics
• Light mixing chamber

Light comfort • Transversal glare control: 30°
• Longitudinal glare control: 30°

Photobiological hazard Group 1

Heat management Passive heat sink in aluminium

Control gear Constant current driver (non-dimmable)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

LED engine maintenance • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Patented sliding maintenance system
• Easily removable LED modules and driver

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal grey powder coated steel gear tray RAL 9006

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -25 °C to +35 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

   

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Looping

2 cable glands - Ø cable: 5 to 54 mm 213LN

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Uhland

AG1115
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Sammode   Cézanne 107106   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

AG1115

Cézanne Low glare ceiling light fitting

Power 1 × 39 W to 1 × 80 W

Length 1018 to 1618 mm

Glare control • Transversal: 35°
• Longitudinal: 25°

  

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

1 x 39 W 1018 CEZ100 CL2 139E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1591 0070 43

1 x 54 W 1318 CEZ100 CL2 154E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1591 0080 60

1 x 49 W 1618 CEZ100 CL2 149E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1591 0090 56

1 x 80 W CEZ100 CL2 180E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1591 0100 88

Available for 21, 28, and 35 W T5 lamps

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source 1 x T5 lamp, not included

Optics Low glare louvre with mirror finish anodized aluminium reflector

Light comfort • Transversal glare control: 35°
• Longitudinal glare control: 25°

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Relamping without removing the gear tray
• Patented sliding maintenance system whitout manipulation of the low glare 

louvre

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal grey powder coated steel gear tray RAL 9006

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

    

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Electronic gear unit for 1-10V analogue 
dimming

RA

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Looping

2 cable glands - Ø cable: 5 to 54 mm 213LN

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR
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Compact ceiling 
light fittings

Short linear ceiling lights used to illuminate small-scale outdoor 
traffic areas.

0 1000 2000 3000

Byron

Hebbel

Flux (lm)

Luminaire Type Lighting level Height Length Technology Page

Byron Diffuse 20–50 lx < 4 m 0,7 m LED 110

Hebbel Diffuse 50–150 lx < 4 m 0,7 m LED 112
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Sammode   Byron 111110   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

AG1115

Byron Compact ceiling light fitting

Light output 1600 lm

Length 708 mm

  

Principal part numbers

Lumens* L (mm) T (K) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

3000K version

1600 708 3000 BYRON 1600-830 4202 0010 14

4000K version

1600 708 4000 BYRON 1600-840 4202 0020 14

* Light output of the luminaire

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source • High-efficiency removable LED modules (165lm/W, IRC>80, 3 SDCM)
• 50 000 h L80/B10 at max. operating temperature

Optics • Special satin-finish housing for LED
• Light mixing chamber

Light comfort Brightness management using a satin-finish housing

Photobiological hazard Group 0

Heat management Passive heat sink in aluminium

Control gear Constant current driver (non-dimmable)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

LED engine maintenance • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Patented sliding maintenance system
• Easily removable LED modules and driver

Materials and finishing

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -25 °C to +35 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

   

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Looping

2 cable glands - Ø cable: 5 to 54 mm 213LN

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR
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Sammode   Hebbel 113112   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

AG1115

Hebbel Compact ceiling light fitting

Light output 3000 lm

Length 685 mm

  

Principal part numbers

Lumens* L (mm) T (K) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

3000K version

3000 685 3000 HEBBEL 3000-830 4301 0010 25

4000K version

3000 685 4000 HEBBEL 3000-840 4301 0020 25

* Light output of the luminaire

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source • High-efficiency removable LED modules (165lm/W, IRC>80, 3 SDCM)
• 50 000 h L80/B10 at max. operating temperature

Optics • Special satin-finish housing for LED
• Light mixing chamber

Light comfort Brightness management using a satin-finish housing

Photobiological hazard Group 0

Heat management Passive heat sink in aluminium

Control gear Constant current driver (non-dimmable)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

LED engine maintenance • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Patented sliding maintenance system
• Easily removable LED modules and driver

Materials and finishing

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -25 °C to +35 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

   

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Looping

2 cable glands - Ø cable: 5 to 54 mm 213LN

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR
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High-level ceiling 
light fittings

Diffuse or directional ceiling lights used to illuminate outdoor 
traffic areas (rail platforms, playgrounds, etc.) at installation 
heights up to 7 m.

Luminaire Type Lighting level Height Comfort Length Technology Page

Valadon Diffuse 50–150 lx < 7 m ● ● ● 1–1,6 m LED 116

Tucholsky Directional 50–150 lx < 7 m ● ● 1,3–1,6 m T5 118

ERREUR SUR GUIDE/ LES VALEURS DU VALADON SONT 4800/6400/8000

0 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000

Valadon

Tucholsky

Flux (lm)
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Sammode   Valadon 117116   Sammode  

Variable centre distance

High-ceiling light fitting (< 7 m)

Light output 4800 to 8000 lm

Length 995 to 1595 mm

  

Principal part numbers

Lumens* L (mm) T (K) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

3000K versions

4800 995 3000 VALADON 4800-830 1685 0010 37

6400 1295 VALADON 6400-830 1685 0020 49

8000 1595 VALADON 8000-830 1685 0030 61

4000K versions

4800 995 4000 VALADON 4800-840 1685 0040 37

6400 1295 VALADON 6400-840 1685 0050 49

8000 1595 VALADON 8000-840 1685 0060 61

* Light output of the luminaire

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Specifications

Technical data

Light source • High-efficiency removable LED modules (165lm/W, IRC>80, 3 SDCM)
• 50 000 h L80/B10 at max. operating temperature

Optics • Special satin-finish housing for LED
• Light mixing chamber

Light comfort Brightness management using a satin-finish housing

Photobiological hazard Group 0

Heat management Passive heat sink in aluminium

Control gear Constant current driver (non-dimmable)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

LED engine maintenance • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Patented sliding maintenance system
• Easily removable LED modules and driver

Materials and finishing

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -25 °C to +35 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

   

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Looping

2 cable glands - Ø cable: 5 to 54 mm 213LN

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Valadon

AG1115
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Variable centre distance

AG1115

Tucholsky High-ceiling light fitting (< 7 m)

Power 2 × 49 W to 2 × 80 W

Length 1295 mm and 1595 mm

  

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

2 x 54 W 1295 TUC133 CL2 254E G5 POME 113LN RE BRV 1681 0110 120

2 x 49 W 1595 TUC133 CL2 249E G5 POME 113LN RE BRV 1681 0120 111

2 x 80 W TUC133 CL2 280E G5 POME 113LN RE BRV 1681 0130 176

Specifications

Technical data

Light source 2 x T5 lamps, not included

Optics Reflector in mirror finish aluminium :
• Extensive (wide beam)

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Patented sliding maintenance system
• Relamping without removing the gear tray

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal grey powder coated steel gear tray RAL 9006

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

   

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Electronic gear unit for 1-10V analogue 
dimming

RA

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Looping

2 cable glands - Ø cable: 5 to 54 mm 213LN

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR
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Industrial 
floodlights

External stainless steel floodlights for directional lighting.

0 1000 2000 3000

Brecht

Flux (lm)

Luminaire Lighting level Height Technology Page

Brecht  10–50 lx < 4 m G24 122
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3 × Ø 8.2

 Distance 150 mm

Sammode   Brecht 123122   Sammode  

AG1115

Brecht Industrial stainless steel floodlight with symmetrical 
optics

Power 1 × 26 W and 1 × 42 W

Light comfort 4 barn doors with 
directional adjustment

G24

  

Principal part numbers

Power Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

Extensive optics

1 x 26 W BRECHT 126E G24 113LN RE VBF 1231 0010 27

1 x 42 W BRECHT 142E G24 113LN RE VBF 1231 0020 47

Versions with internal louvre

1 x 26 W BRECHT 126E G24 113LN RE GRD VBF 1231 0050 27

1 x 42 W BRECHT 142E G24 113LN RE GRD VBF 1231 5001 47

Intensive optics

1 x 26 W BRECHT 126E G24 113LN RI VBF 1231 0030 27

1 x 42 W BRECHT 142E G24 113LN RI VBF 1231 0040 47

Versions with internal louvre

1 x 26 W BRECHT 126E G24 113LN RI GRD VBF 1231 0060 27

1 x 42 W BRECHT 142E G24 113LN RI GRD VBF 1231 0070 47

Specifications

Technical data

Light source 1 x Gx24q compact fluorescent lamp, not included

Optics Reflector in mirror finish aluminium :
• Intensive (narrow beam)
• Extensive (wide beam)

Light comfort • 4 barn doors with directional adjustment mounted on the frame
• Stainless steel internal louvre grill (GRD version)

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To 3 x 2,5 mm² terminal block

Fixing • Swivelling stainless-steel fork
• Fixing at three points (3 holes Ø 8,2 mm)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Access to the lamp by opening the front
• Tilting frame on 2 stainless steel hinges

Control gear • Articulated gear tray
• Easily removable ballast

Materials and finishing

Semi-cylindrical housing 304L stainless steel

Bracket, frame 304L stainless steel

Protective cover Tempered glass

Gaskets Silicone

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class I

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP65

Shock resistance IK07

Fire resistance Non-flammable

 IK07  

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Electronic gear unit for 1-10V analogue 
dimming

RA

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR
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Asymmetric ceiling 
light fittings

Linear ceiling light fittings with asymmetric light distribution 
to enhance vertical surfaces.

Luminaire Lighting level Compactness Efficiency Length Technology Page

Fragonard 20–100 lx ● ● ● ● ● 0,7–1,6 m T5 126

Eckersberg 20–100 lx ● ● ● ● ● 0,7–1,6 m T5 128

0 1000 2000 3000

Fragonard

Eckersberg

Flux (lm)
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Variable centre distance

AG1115

Fragonard Ceiling light fitting with asymmetrical optics for wall 
lighting

Power 1 × 14 W to 1 × 35 W

Length 695 to 1595 mm

  

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

1 x 14 W 695 FRA70 CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN BCV 1482 0060 17

1 x 21 W 995 FRA70 CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN BCV 1482 0070 24

1 x 28 W 1295 FRA70 CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN BCV 1482 0080 32

1 x 35 W 1595 FRA70 CL2 135E G5 POME 113LN BCV 1482 0090 39

Available for 24, 39, 49, 54, and 80 W T5 HO lamps

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Caution: As the reflector is asymmetrical, the reversible gear tray must be turned over for a cable entry 
on the left

Specifications

Technical data

Light source 1 x T5 lamp, not included

Optics Reflector in mirror finish aluminium :
• Asymmetrical optics enabling the illumination of a wall without direct view 

on the light source

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 12 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Closing by tightening the nut on the cable gland
• Housing with reinforced imperviousness by radial expansion of the sealing

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Maintenance without tampering with the cable by removal of the end cap without 

cable entry
• Patented system with automatic electrical connection/disconnection on closure

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal grey powder coated steel gear tray RAL 9006

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

    

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Electronic gear unit for 1-10V analogue 
dimming

RA

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BCVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Finishings

White internal unit cover CA

316L stainless steel MR
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Variable centre distance

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Optics Part No. Cons. (W)

Type right versions

Light fitting at the top, turned downwards, facing the wall: cable entry on the right

1 x 14 W 708 ECK100 TYPR CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1532 0110 17

1 x 21 W 1018 ECK100 TYPR CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1532 0120 24

1 x 28 W 1318 ECK100 TYPR CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1532 0130 32

1 x 35 W 1618 ECK100 TYPR CL2 135E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1532 0140 39

Type left versions

Light fitting at the top, turned downwards, facing the wall: cable entry on the left

1 x 14 W 708 ECK100 TYPL CL2 114E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1532 0150 17

1 x 21 W 1018 ECK100 TYPL CL2 121E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1532 0160 24

1 x 28 W 1318 ECK100 TYPL CL2 128E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1532 0170 32

1 x 35 W 1618 ECK100 TYPL CL2 135E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1532 0180 39

Available for 24, 39, 49, 54, and 80 W T5 HO lamps

ATTENTION: Class II luminaires with a dimming option require an earth connection

Caution: As the reflector is asymmetrical, the light fitting cannot be turned over.

Specifications

Technical data

Light source 1 x T5 lamp, not included

Optics Reflector in mirror finish aluminium :
• Asymmetrical optics enabling the illumination of a wall without direct view 

on the light source

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 2x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

Relamping • Quick opening and closing with just one screw
• Patented sliding maintenance system
• Relamping without removing the gear tray

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal grey powder coated steel gear tray RAL 9006

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

    

Options

Lighting management

Electronic gear unit for DALI dimming RD

Electronic gear unit for push-button 
dimming

RS

Electronic gear unit for 1-10V analogue 
dimming

RA

Switch-off warning function (for detector/
timer)

RC

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

5 pole plug (for dimmable versions) PS5

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Output cord with a 5 pole plug (for 
dimmable versions)

CW5

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Ceiling light fitting with asymmetrical optics for wall 
lighting

Power 1 × 14 W to 1 × 35 W

Length 708 to 1618 mm

  

Eckersberg

AG1115
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Signage lighting A palette of solutions enabling the use of single or  
double-sided backlit film signage for traffic area information 
(car parks, rail stations, etc.).
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Signage lighting Tubular wall and ceiling lights specifically designed 
for integrated installation to provide backlighting for film 
signage.

Luminaire Backlighting Length of internal signage film* Technology Page

Morisot 180° 410 mm LED 134

Mabuse 180° 645–1810 mm LED 136

Signac 360° 645–1555 mm T5 138

* Film not supplied
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Variable centre distance

Compact wall light fitting for single face lighting sign

Back-lighting 180°

Length 420 mm

 

Principal part numbers

L (mm) Designation Part No. Cons. (W)

420 MOR100 CL2 410 POME 113LN BRV 1695 0020 6

Note: 410 mm internal signage gelatine to be ordered separately (please contact us for further information)

Specifications

Technical data

Optics White powder coated gear tray acting as reflector

Light design 180° lighting of the sign film

Photobiological hazard Group 1

Control gear Constant current driver (non-dimmable)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 2 x 2,5 mm² fixed terminal block
• Installation in vertical position: cable gland positioned downwards

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Easy maintenance

LED engine maintenance • Quick opening with just one screw and removing the housing
• Whitout tampering with the cable by removal of the end cap without cable entry
• Easily removable LED modules and driver

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal white powder coated steel gear tray

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class II

Operating temperature -25 °C to +35 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

   

Options

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

2 pole plug PS2

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 2 pole plug CW2

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR

Morisot

AG1115
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Variable centre distance

Mabuse

AG1115

Wall light fitting for single face lighting sign

Back-lighting 180°

Length 700 to 1865 mm

 

Principal part numbers

L (mm) Designation Part No. Cons. (W)

700 MAB133 645 POME 113LN BRV 1691 0060 11

1010 MAB133 955 POME 113LN BRV 1691 0070 16

1310 MAB133 1255 POME 113LN BRV 1691 0080 21

1610 MAB133 1555 POME 113LN BRV 1691 0090 25

1865 MAB133 1810 POME 113LN BRV 1691 0100 30

Note: 645, 955, 1255 or 1555 mm internal signage gelatine to be ordered separately (please contact 
us for further information)

Specifications

Technical data

Optics White powder coated gear tray acting as reflector

Light design 180° lighting of the sign film

Photobiological hazard Group 1

Control gear Constant current driver (non-dimmable)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 3x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting
• End cap without cable entry removable to set the signage (signage gelatine 

not provided)

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal white powder coated steel gear tray

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class I

Operating temperature -20 °C to +35 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

   

Options

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

3 pole plug PS3

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 3 pole plug CW3

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR
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Variable centre distance

AG1115

Signac Ceiling light fitting for two face signage lighting

Back-lighting 360°

Length 700 to 1610 mm

 

Principal part numbers

Power L (mm) Designation Part No. Cons. (W)

2 x 14 W 700 SIG133 214E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1692 0050 34

2 x 21 W 1010 SIG133 221E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1692 0060 48

2 x 28 W 1310 SIG133 228E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1692 0070 64

2 x 35 W 1610 SIG133 235E G5 POME 113LN BRV 1692 0080 78

Note: 645, 955, 1255 or 1555 mm internal signage gelatine to be ordered separately (please contact 
us for further information)

Specifications

Technical data

Optics White powder coated gear tray acting as reflector

Light design 360° lighting of the sign film

Control gear Hot cathode electronic gear unit (EEI A2)

Rapid installation

Connection • With nickel-coated brass cable gland for cable Ø 5 - 14 mm
• To a 3x2.5 mm² disconnectable terminal block

Closing • Quick closing with just one screw
• Long-lasting imperviousness by axial screw fitting
• End cap without cable entry removable to set the signage (signage gelatine 

not provided)

Fixing 2 stainless steel fixing straps with HSHC screw (with variable centre distance)

Materials and finishing

Gear tray Internal white powder coated steel gear tray

Housing Co-extruded polycarbonate/PMMA for oiutdoor use

End caps, fixing straps, … 304L stainless steel

Gaskets Moulded EPDM gaskets

Technical data

Power supply 220-240 V 50/60 Hz

Electrical class Class I

Operating temperature -20 °C to +30 °C

Imperviousness IP66, IP68 and IP69K

Shock resistance IK10

Fire resistance 650 °C

 
ANTI-UV

    

Options

Fixings

Fixing straps with tamper-resistant Torx 
screw

BRVT

Disconnectable plug (IP68/IP69K)

3 pole plug PS3

IP68 disconnectable output cords with plug 
(length 0,80 m)

Output cord with a 3 pole plug CW3

Finishings

316L stainless steel MR
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Fixings  Practical issues

All our luminaires use wraparound strap fixings 

to facilitate rapid fixing and removal. We offer 

the option of a series of technical strap fixings 

covering an enormous variety of uses : these 

include a torx tamper-proof screwed closure 

for luminaire security, and an articulated version 

where maintaining the luminaire requires 

it to be tilted.

Technical issues

Tubes are at risk of radial mechanical and shear 

stresses, which may lead to cracking over time. 

This is why component geometry, strap thickness 

and weld location have all been optimised 

to eliminate any risk to the diffuser. Elastic 

deformation of the mounting straps therefore 

absorbs the dimensional variances produced 

by the thermal shocks and mechanical impacts 

to which the body of the luminaire is subject 

throughout its working life.

Materials Public buildings (Établissements Recevant 

du Public - ERP) require the use of luminaires 

that are subject to specific public access 

constraints, including impact resistance, 

intensive use and ageing. 50 years of experience 

in the design and use of industrial lighting 

have led us to select only the most appropriate 

materials in order to guarantee the exceptionally 

long life of our products in terms of technical 

specifications and appearance.

External metal components

All the external metal components used  

in our luminaires (end caps, mounting straps, 

fastenings, etc.) are manufactured from 304 L 

stainless steel. This low-carbon austenitic 

chrome-nickel steel offers a very high level 

of corrosion resistance and equally effective 

crack resistance. It requires minimal maintenance 

and retains its original appearance over time. 

The only application where it is not suitable 

is in high-chlorine environments, such 

as swimming pools.

Diffusers

The polycarbonate we use for our tubular 

diffusers offers the best compromise between 

mechanical resistance (IK10 20-joule), fire 

resistance (960 °C in the glow wire test) and optical 

quality for our indoor architectural applications. 

Both the high-transparency versions used 

in our directional products, and the satin-finish 

versions used in our diffuse optics products, their 

appearance and mechanical properties have been 

proven over time. 

The strength 
of a tubular system

Mechanical strength The tubular body improves the mechanical 

strength of its materials by distributing mechanical 

stresses more effectively, creating a heavy-duty 

level of rigidity. The absence of any longitudinal 

gasket plane also ensures the consistent cohesion 

of the material and increases its impact resistance. 

These factors mean that our luminaires achieve 

an exceptional level of guaranteed long-term 

impact resistance (IK10 - 20 joules).

Ingress protection Minimum length

The longer the gasket, the greater the risk 

of infiltration : our tubular luminaires are sealed 

at each end of the tube, thereby minimising seal 

length.

Even sealing

The entire surface of the gasket must be evenly 

compressed, and that compression must remain 

constant over time : the use of a single central 

stainless steel screw ensures even distribution 

of effort across the full gasket seating surface. 

The special shape of the press-formed 1/2 ring 

gasket housing creates a triple seal.

Constant sealing performance

Elastic deformation of the stainless steel 

end cap absorbs the expansion and mechanical 

stresses imposed on the casing of the luminaire 

throughout its working life. The materials used 

for our seals (sulphur-free EPDM, silicone, etc.) 

have been selected for their high level 

of resistance over time. 

Easy cleaning

The tubular shape of our luminaires minimises 

external dirt accumulation and facilitates cleaning. 

The fact that they are sealed prevents the internal 

accumulation of dust, guaranteeing maximum 

optical performance and minimising maintenance. 

In heavily used public spaces, such as rail stations, 

the construction of these luminaires allows them 

to be cleaned effectively using high-pressure 

jet washing (IP69 K compliance).

Wiring The heat emitted by lamp components, combined 

with external temperature fluctuations, causes 

the insulation to age. The internal wiring used 

in our luminaires has silicon insulation woven with 

glass fibre. With its ability to withstand temperatures 

of up to 180° C, the silicone ensures a long working life 

for the installation, while the glass fibre ensures that 

the wiring retains its mechanical integrity.

The design appears simple : a tube closed at both ends 
by a stainless steel cap. But in reality, this concept 
is a distillation of high technology and expertise. We have 
now applied both to offer a broad range of architectural lighting 
solutions.
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The Compact system The compact system has been specifically 

developed to facilitate the installation 

and maintenance of short products (< 400 mm). 

These luminaires are opened by means 

of a single central screw, which releases 

the diffuser for extraction from the side opposite 

the power supply. For this purpose, the tray 

and end cap carrying the cable inlet are a single 

unit. So the power cable remains in place during 

maintenance and relamping to ensure long 

installation life. The axial clamping closure system 

applies a consistent pressure to the entire surface 

of the gasket to guarantee a complete absence 

of internal dust accumulation.

2

1

The Expand system This system has been designed for use with 

small-diameter luminaires, where the offset tray 

and small diffuser make the use of a central 

screw fixing impossible. The end cap carrying 

the cable inlet incorporates a radial expansion 

sealing system specially designed for this purpose 

by our R&D teams. Tightening the nut beneath 

the cable gland results in a relative offset between 

the two internal faces of the compression 

chamber, causing a change in the volume 

of the gasket. The width of this gasket has been 

minutely calculated to avoid any risk of pivoting.

21

The Tilt system Dedicated for use in our industrial floodlights, 

the TILT system comprises a robust housing with 

a half-cylindrical body, a stainless steel closure 

and tempered safety glass protection permanently 

bonded to its frame. The fact that the glass 

is mounted on 2 stainless steel hinges makes 

for simple access and rapid relamping. The gear 

is accessed via the hinged tray. Our floodlights 

are fitted with on/off phase pressure balancing 

membranes to facilitate opening of these products 

for maintenance work.

Construction 
principles

The Slide system Installers and maintenance teams benefit from 

an incredibly simple tubular luminaire solution : 

the user-friendly patented SLIDE system. This gear 

tray guide system facilitates the changing of light 

sources with no need to remove the product, 

thereby minimising maintenance time. Since this 

luminaire is closed by a single centrally located 

stainless steel screw, maintenance is extremely 

quick and easy. The consistent pressure applied 

to the entire surface of the gasket guarantees 

a perfect hermetic seal, preventing any internal 

accumulation of dirt.

2

1

The Close’n Connect 

system

The ergonomic Close'n Connect system developed 

and patented by Sammode is designed specifically 

for compact lighting solutions. By separating 

installation from maintenance, we offer installers 

and maintenance teams an incredibly simple 

solution for a sealed luminaire.

Installation phase

The seal of the end cap and cable gland 

are set once only as part of the luminaire 

installation process. The cable no longer needs 

to be handled, and the seal remains fully intact.

Maintenance phase

Access for maintenance is provided 

at the end opposite the power supply via a single 

HSHC screw. The power supply is disconnected/

reconnected automatically when the unit 

is opened/closed : the quality, seal and light 

direction of the installation remain intact.

2

1

Our lengthy industrial experience allows us to offer mechanical 
systems that are thoroughly designed to cope with different 
environments and product configurations. The ergonomic 
aspects of our designs are focused on making the installation 
and maintenance phases as simple and reliable as possible 
for installers and users.
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Key characteristics 

of LEDs

In a fast-changing market, it is important to have 

the ability to choose LED luminaires on the basis 

of clear, objective and comparable criteria.

Especially since performance criteria will 

be included in future international standards 

now in preparation.

Obsolete benchmarks

The EN 13032 standard specifies that 

the performance of a fluorescent luminaire 

is determined by its luminous flux (at 25 °C) 

compared with that of the naked lamp (at 25 °C). 

It expresses luminaire efficiency as a percentage. 

However, the complexity of the LED market makes 

this concept obsolete, since each manufacturer 

uses either LEDs only, standard modules 

or its own modules. The resulting 'luminaire optical 

system' varies considerably depending on the level 

of LED integration, so it has become impossible 

to define a standardised level of luminous flux. 

For LED technology, the EN 13032-4 standard 

requires only measurement of the luminaire, 

rather than its separate light sources, thereby 

introducing an agreed convention for photometric 

data to be shown with a ‘100 % output’ figure that 

requires no interpretation or comparison with 

the output of a traditional luminaire.

System efficiency

Correct sizing therefore relies only on system 

(or total) efficiency of the luminaire, as defined 

by the relationship between the luminaire output 

flux (in lumens) and its power consumption 

(in watts). It represents the quantity of energy 

to be injected into a luminaire in order to obtain 

a given level of luminous flux. This concept 

therefore takes account of the entire system : 

the LED used, its integration into the module, 

its power supply, the impact of thermal and optical 

management, etc.

Total luminous flux and data transparency

The luminous flux value is essential for comparing 

the LED luminaires offered by different suppliers. 

Some LED luminous flux and efficiency 

values at a temperature of 25 °C may become 

meaningless under real-life conditions, because 

the performance delivered by an LED solution 

depends on many factors (cooling, power supply, 

optical system, etc.). Our technical datasheets 

indicate the total luminous flux of our luminaires 

expressed in lumens, together with their actual 

power consumption in watts. These values 

are measured completely transparently using 

the most demanding configuration within 

the operating temperature range.
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Illustration for a Valadon

LED technology offers the highest level of energy efficiency 
and opens up new possibilities in terms of true service 
and functionality. However, the use of this technology 
is not without its challenges, because very high light levels 
generate significant heat, which can damage electronic 
components.

LED technology

Thermal management Managing the heat emitted by a luminaire 

has a significant effect on the performance 

of the light source and the control of its drivers.

Phenomena

An LED is a semiconductor that emits blue light 

when a direct current is passed through the active 

layer - or junction - in the forward bias direction. 

This blue light is converted by a photoluminescent 

powder. Depending on the performance 

of the LED, 35-40 % of the energy is converted into 

visible light containing no infra-red, and 60-65 % 

into heat within the component. This heat must 

be dissipated. Excessive junction temperature 

can considerably reduce semiconductor lifespan 

(by up to 50 % for a 10 °C variation), significant loss 

of luminous flux and a colorimetric shift.

Primary optic

Junction

Cathode (−)Anode (+)

SubstratePower

connection

LED

Our strategy

The gear trays used for our LED modules contain 

passive aluminium heat sinks to provide direct 

and even conduction of heat. We create thermal 

barriers between LED modules and power supplies 

in order to limit their reciprocal heating effect. 

The surface mounting of our luminaires by using 

wraparound strap fixings to stand them slightly 

off from the surface to which they are fitted 

creates an airflow that helps to dissipate the heat 

generated. Lastly, we use only superior quality 

LED modules powered by precisely the right level 

of current to ensure maximum lifespan under 

specified conditions.

Validation testing

We conduct many tests and thermal simulations 

in our laboratory in order to ensure temperature 

qualification for all our luminaires. Our controlled 

climate facility uses thermal sensors to measure 

the most critical components of our luminaires.
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Chromaticity coordinates

The xy chromaticity diagram provides 

a two-dimensional representation of all colours 

regardless of luminance. It can be used to specify 

a desired colour or to describe undesirable 

variations between colours. Chromaticity 

coordinates provide a more accurate colour 

definition than colour temperature.
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Colour consistency - SDCM

To ensure the production of luminaires with 

consistent colour temperature or to avoid using 

LEDs of different colours in the same luminaire, 

it is very important to define a maximum 

level of variability relative to a target colour 

temperature. This is achieved using the concept 

of the MacAdam ellipse to define colour 

spaces with no discernible colour difference 

in the CIE 1931 colour space diagram. 

The MacAdam ellipse scale is defined 

by a succession of SDCM (Standard Deviation 

Colour Matching) values from 1 to 7. The higher 

the SDCM value, the greater the discernible colour 

difference relative to the chromaticity coordinates. 

To ensure high-quality colour consistency, 

we fit only modules with SDCM values below 3.  

Drift over time is controlled by our extremely 

high-quality thermal management standards 

and careful selection of components.
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Comparison and limitations

Relevant for comparing luminaires that 

use different technologies, total efficiency 

is, however, useful only for luminaires that 

are very similar in terms of their function 

and light distribution. The best practical approach 

is to conduct a lighting study that takes account 

of the photometric aspects of the products 

and the characteristics of the rooms in which they 

are used (dimensions, volumes, light reflection 

ratios, etc.) to produce a given level of illuminance, 

and compare the total amount of power 

consumed.

Colour temperature

Not all whites are the same, and vary depending 

on their constituent colours. So a white with 

a higher proportion of red will appear warmer 

than a white with a higher proportion of blue. 

So the concept of colour temperature is used 

to classify the different types of white light. 

It is defined as the colour impression given 

by a perfect black-body radiator measured 

in degrees Kelvin (K) when heated (from 

red at 1000 K to blue at 10,000 K). So the higher 

the colour temperature, the cooler the white light 

appears to be. The colour of light has a direct 

influence on feelings of lighting ambience comfort 

within a given space. So for our outdoor lighting 

solutions, we offer 3,000 K and 4,000 K versions 

for all our LED ranges.

Colour Rendering Index (CRI)

The CRI interprets the ability of a light source 

to render the colours of objects accurately when 

compared with those produced using an ideal 

reference source. It is determined using a table 

of reference colours containing 8 standardised 

test colours. Measured on a scale of 0 to 100, 

the maximum value indicates perfect colour 

rendition. CRI is an important criterion when 

choosing lighting solutions, because it relates 

directly to the way we perceive our environment, 

which is why our luminaires use only LED sources 

with a CRI value of above 80.
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Operational life

This is expressed as follows :

Operational life (in thousands of hours, 

or Kh) Lx By, where x = remaining luminous flux 

as a percentage of initial flux y = percentage 

of LEDs unlikely to maintain this value. LED system 

performance is usually described on the basis 

of 50 Kh of operation : 50 kh L80 B10 therefore 

means that after 50,000 operating hours, at least 

90 % of the LEDs in the system will maintain 

at least 80 % of their original flux.

L80 / B50 L80 / B10

50% 50% 90%

10%

Standard LED Sammode LED 

> 80% of luminous flux

< 80% of luminous flux

Influencing factors

The behaviour over time of an LED, and therefore 

that of the system in which it is fitted, is influenced 

by multiple factors, the most important of which are :

Temperature : LEDs produce not only light, but also 

a large amount of heat. It is essential that this 

heat is dissipated within the lighting system using 

the basic principle that says 'the colder the LED, 

the more effective and brighter it is, and the longer 

its life will be'.

The power supply : the amount of heat 

emitted by an LED module may be reduced 

by minimising its power supply current. 

The use of a current range specifically 

recommended for LEDs is therefore essential.

Chemical pollution : some chemical 

compounds (chlorine-based, sulphur-based, 

saline atmospheres, etc.) and humidity 

are incompatible with the electronic 

circuits, connections and components 

used in LED systems. These are therefore 

protected from exposure using a high-IP 

housing system designed to cope with such 

environments.

The Sammode commitment

Our extensive expertise in LED technology 

and installation has been amassed over many 

years. Which is why we are committed to delivering 

an operating life of 50 kh L80 B10 across 

all our ranges, regardless of recommended 

operating temperature range. This commitment 

sets one of the highest standards in the market, 

and imposes an uncompromising level 

of detailed technical expertise during 

the design of our luminaires. This means that 

we systematically opt for :

• robust components and suitable power supply 

solutions

• the most appropriate materials and efficient heat 

dissipation methods a high level of protection 

by using a proven, fully-sealed housing 

appropriate for the environment concerned 

• temperature testing of all luminaires

Our principle is simple : the right components 

properly installed in the right housing. 

The resulting techniques and processes 

are what substantiate the excellent reputation 

we have built over many years of serving 

the industrial lighting market.

So today, our 5-Year Warranty applies to every 

one of our products, regardless of their 

application or light source technology.

LED technology and indoor lighting

The LED technology selected guarantees 

immediate availability on power up of 100 % 

of lighting flux and efficient operation even with 

lighting management systems. 

High switching resistance

On – off – on – off… LEDs are virtually immune 

to the effects of multiple switching operations, 

which have very little influence on their lifespan. 

This is not the case with fluorescent lamps, 

in which a small part of the electrode is lost every 

time the lamp is switched on, resulting in dark 

staining at each extremity of the lamp. So this 

technology is perfectly suited to the intensive 

operation controlled by movement sensors 

in rooms where the presence of people is relatively 

brief, such as apartment building hallways 

and stairwells. 

Immediate lighting power

T5 fluorescent lamps, E27 so-called ‘energy-saving’  

lamps and metal halide lamps do not deliver their 

full luminous flux immediately they are turned on : 

all require a preheating phase.

LEDs, on the other hand, respond almost 

instantaneously to achieve maximum luminous flux 

immediately, even at very low temperatures ; a trait 

which improves user comfort.
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Good dimming performance over a broad range

LED technologies have a number of special 

physical properties that make them particularly 

appropriate for use in situations where light levels 

need to be controlled. LEDs can be dimmed 

effectively over a wide range (1 % to 100 %) 

and be very dynamically controlled. When 

completely dimmed, the residual absorbed 

power is very low compared with the resulting 

energy gains. These technologies are therefore 

particularly appropriate for use in programmed 

dynamic lighting environments.

LED working life The working life of a traditional lighting system  

extends to the failure of a certain percentage 

of its sources. There is no reason why  

a well-designed LED system should cease 

to function, even if it leads eventually to the loss 

of luminous flux. Rather than give a strict lifespan 

for an LED system, it is more useful to describe 

its behaviour over time.
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Switching (Zhaga-compatible) LED modules

These standard format modules are selected 

for their high level of quality. They are built 

in accordance with a shared specification 

to guarantee the interchangeability of modules 

from different manufacturers. The ability to draw 

on different suppliers of interchangeable 

LED modules allows us to ensure the availability 

of our lighting solutions and their long-term 

maintenance. And since these products 

are standard, their high-volume manufacture 

makes our solutions more affordable, at the same 

time as enabling their forward development to take 

advantage of the increased performance delivered 

by the latest generation of LED modules.

Zhaga

Zhaga is an international consortium of lighting 

and electronics companies formed in February 

2010, which prepares industry standard 

specifications to ensure the interchangeability 

of LED light sources from different manufacturers. 

The resulting standards define the factors 

governing interface compatibility in terms 

of LED module dimensions, mechanical 

properties and photometric, thermal and electrical 

characteristics. Its aim is ultimately to transfer 

to the International Electrotechnical Commission 

(IEC) the process of managing the international 

standardisation of these specifications, which 

do not address LED module performance, quality 

or design. They do not address LED module 

performance, quality or design, which remain 

specific to each manufacturer to ensure 

a full range of product options, from range entry 

to premium.

Our partners

Our approach to quality has always been 

uncompromising, and we use only superior quality 

modules supplied by leading manufacturers 

or partners, all of which are European companies. 

Our in-depth knowledge of our own products 

and their heat dissipation capabilities, 

and a decade of experience in designing 

LED modules for use in challenging environments, 

make us highly critical and selective when 

it comes to suppliers. Our Research & Innovation 

department selects only those companies 

prepared to provide us with transparent 

technical data, and we never introduce 

new components until they have passed a battery 

of qualification and endurance tests conducted 

in our own laboratory.

Photobiological safety The EN 62471 standard

This standard defines the specifications 

to be complied with by light sources in order 

to avoid health risks relating predominantly 

to the eyes and skin. LED light contains a high 

intensity of blue light that poses a potential Blue 

Light Hazard, which can cause irreversible damage 

to the retina if viewed directly for prolonged 

periods. The likelihood of this risk becoming 

a reality depends on multiple factors, including 

the power of the LED, its colour temperature, 

its light distribution pattern and distance from 

the luminaire. To help users evaluate these risks 

clearly, EN 62471 subdivides lamps and casings 

into four risk groups.

Obligations

From risk level 2 onwards, the CE marking must 

in all cases show the level of photobiological 

safety, but only level 3 imposes the need 

for user protection measures, since correct 

use of the luminaires concerned suffices 

at the other levels. Although a user does 

not generally look at a light source for long periods, 

a technician must be able to check light sources 

for correct operation in complete safety.

Our products

The LED modules used in our products pose a level 

of photobiological hazard risk that falls either into 

Risk Group 0 or 1. They therefore pose no risk under 

normal conditions of use. Since these LED sources 

are also always protected by a diffusing primary 

optic or diffuser, their luminance is clipped.

LED modules Our business culture is based on a rejection 

of throwaway products : we have always designed 

luminaires that have an exceptionally long 

working life, and are easily removable for future 

maintenance. Given the rapid advances 

in LED technology and our commitment 

to maintaining these values that our customers 

so appreciate, we have implemented a twin 

strategy.

Proprietary LED modules

We use this type of module in niche applications 

where the market offers no suitable or sufficiently 

robust solution. We then create a special 

module containing the appropriate LED drivers 

for the application concerned. Our manufacturing 

expertise allows us to guarantee a rolling 

programme of platform upgrades with long-term 

availability of new higher performance 

components.

 Group 0
No risk

No photobiological hazard, even when 
viewed continually

Group 1
Low risk

Direct vision of the source limited to 10,000 
sec. maximum (approx. 3 hr.) 

Group 2
Moderate risk

Direct vision of the source limited 
to 100 sec. maximum

Group 3
High risk

Direct vision of the source limited to 0.25 
sec. maximum, i.e. less than the natural 
eye protection reflex
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Light engines Drivers

We have selected drivers that offer high-efficiency 

AC/DC conversion and good power factors 

to ensure energy-efficient (lm/W) LED/driver 

combinations. These so-called 'constant current 

drivers' generate the current characteristics 

required to operate LEDs. They deliver efficient 

operation even at very low temperatures (-25 °C). 

They are designed and sized for specific 

applications (bulkhead, ceiling-mount, etc.).

LED module/driver combinations

It is essential to use the right power supply 

for the LEDs concerned to avoid damaging 

the various components : the resulting assembly 

is referred to as an LED light engine. In practical 

terms, an LED module can be powered by a range 

of different currents, but variations will modify 

its characteristics : the lower the current, 

the less luminous flux it generates, but the higher 

its efficiency ; conversely, the higher the current, 

the more luminous flux it generates, but the lower 

its efficiency and the shorter its lifespan. This 

power supply strategy is central to our expertise.

New benchmarks LED technologies represent a major 

technological revolution and an impressive 

technical achievement that offers us enormous 

opportunities in terms of functionality 

and accuracy. By shaking up the established 

standards, they encourage us to take 

new approaches and explore new directions.

Durability

Functionality

Design

Quality 

of light

Photometrics

Visual comfort

Linear flow

LED technology frees us from the dimensional 

and luminous flow constraints imposed 

by traditional light sources. As a result, 

we can offer innovative and more detailed 

approaches in terms of our lighting solutions. 

We therefore design our lighting solutions with 

a specific linear flow for each application in order 

to optimise installations in terms of lighting 

spread, uniformity and illuminance levels, 

and therefore of power consumption.

Dimensional

For reasons of good thermal and optical 

management - i.e. optimal lifespan and visual 

comfort - products of different sizes cannot share 

the same luminous flux values. For example, 

the heat exchange and light diffusion surfaces 

for a diffuse product of Ø 70 mm (1) are less 

than 40 % of those for a Ø 100 mm (2) product. 

So at equivalent length, our smaller diameter 

luminaires emit less luminous flux.
1

2

Our expertise

Designing a luminaire involves combining 

components that complement each other 

to guarantee the best-possible visual and energy 

performance, as well as optimal reliability. Striking 

precisely the right balance demands a broad 

range of different skills and expertise in many 

disciplines, including optics, lighting engineering, 

interiors, mechanical engineering, electronics, 

electricity, heat engineering and design. This 

advanced cross-disciplinary skill set is central 

to our expertise as a designer and manufacturer.

Thermal 

management

Dimension

Lifespan

Linear flowLED engine

Optical 

management

Mechanical 

system
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Primary optic

The role of the primary optic is to provide 

a high-quality even linear light source that 

prevents direct vision of the LEDs and delivers 

optimal photometric distribution for the secondary 

optic. Its formulation - the nature of the diffusion 

it creates - has been designed to achieve 

precisely the right balance between performance 

and comfort. Its special shape limits the axial light 

intensity of the luminaire (1). The light-emitting 

diffuser surface facing the reflector is increased 

to maximise its effect. The internal area 

is minimised to facilitate light penetration 

and thereby limit multiple reflection losses.

1

2

3

Secondary optic

The secondary optic is a high-efficiency specular 

aluminium reflector with an unusually wide angle 

of spread. It also provides transverse diffusion 

by preventing direct vision of light sources from 

a particular angle of view. It is important to note 

that due to the internal volume available, light 

diffusion control will be more effective on larger 

diameter products.

Low-glare optical systems

These optical systems are designed to provide 

a high and specific level of luminous flux 

in combination with a high level of visual comfort 

(e.g. rail platform). The primary optic in this system 

is a light mixing chamber and a satin-finish film 

with graded opalescence. It provides a high-quality 

even linear light source by eliminating common 

faults, such as direct visibility of LEDs, multiple 

shadows, etc. Then, to eliminate glare, we have 

developed a mirror-finish anodised aluminium 

secondary optic fitted with symmetrical 

parabolic baffles. These limit any direct view 

of the light sources from certain angles 

of vision in the longitudinal axis of the luminaire. 

The transverse distribution of light is controlled 

by the reflector.

Optical management Compared with standard fluorescent lamps, 

LEDs require a different approach to optical 

management, given their small size and high 

luminance (around 1 million cd/m²). As a result, 

careful optical design, light diffusion, avoiding 

direct eye exposure and reducing the glare 

of these bright on-demand sources become 

essential.

Light mixing chamber

LEDs emit monochromatic (blue) light, 

so it is necessary to convert a part of this 

wavelength to cover the full visible spectrum. 

To achieve this, a photoluminescent powder 

is applied a fixed distance from the LED via a 

substrate, such as glass or silicone. However, 

this process can create a number 

of defects (edge effects) at the base level that 

are perceived as variations in colour temperature. 

All our LED luminaires are fitted with a light mixing 

chamber that eliminates these effects by creating 

multiple reflections. The light mixing chamber 

also has two other functions that improve overall 

photometric efficiency : reducing shadows cast 

by connectors or wiring inside the luminaire, 

and limiting indirect luminous flux.

Diffuse extensive optical systems

Our diffuse optical systems disperse the light  

emitted by the source in such a way that 

the source itself is not visible to the user : the result 

is an increase in the visible area of lighting 

in combination with reduced luminance. We have 

therefore developed special satin-finish diffusers 

for LED luminaires that achieve exactly the right 

balance between performance and comfort. 

The distance between source and diffuser 

is a key optical parameter, so the degree of diffuser 

opalescence varies with product diameter. This 

light distribution pattern is suitable for the majority 

of general ceiling lighting applications where 

additional light is required on vertical walls. 

It is also ideal for vertical wall-mounted luminaires, 

because it provides a very good balance 

of luminance between sources.

 Directional optical systems

These optical systems are designed to provide 

a high level of luminous flux by combining visual 

comfort with transparency. They are perfectly 

suited to providing an even spread of general 

lighting for installation below 5 m in height. 

Developed by our R&D teams, these systems 

comprise two distinct elements : primary optic 

and secondary optic.
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Inclined-baffle diffusion louvres

We have developed this type of optic solution 

in order to create vertical directional wall lights 

with controlled luminance. This optical system 

uses brushed aluminium baffles to conceal 

the light source from view and channel the light 

towards the floor to limit light pollution.

Longitudinal diffusion louvres

These brushed aluminium optics comprise 

an extensive reflector and flat baffles 

perpendicular to the main axis of the luminaire. 

Correct setting of baffle height and spacing 

makes it possible to conceal the lamp from 

sight at the ‘normal’ viewing angle from which 

the luminaire is seen. They are designed 

for locations in which the luminaires are installed 

parallel to the traffic access, such as outdoor 

walkways and rail platforms.

Low-glare louvres

Our low-glare luminaires are designed to provide 

a specific and high level of luminous flux 

with an equally high level of visual comfort 

for applications such as rail platforms. To eliminate 

glare, we have developed mirror-finish anodised 

aluminium optics with symmetrical parabolic 

baffles. These limit any direct view of the lamps 

from certain angles of vision in the longitudinal 

axis of the luminaire. The transverse distribution 

of light is controlled by the reflector.

Diffuse optics We have developed satin-finish diffusers that 

achieve exactly the right balance between 

performance and comfort. The distance 

between source and diffuser is a key optical 

parameter, so the degree of opalescence used 

for our diffusers varies with product diameter. 

Less dazzling than traditional mirror finish 

reflectors, they are ideal for vertically mounted 

luminaires. This light distribution pattern is also 

suitable for the majority of general ceiling lighting 

applications, because it directs light onto vertical 

walls and provides a better balance of luminance 

between sources.

T5 tubes Designed for commercial applications, the smaller 

16 mm diameter of these tubes makes them ideal 

for luminaires with a more directional photometric 

profile. However, this smaller size makes them 

more sensitive to temperature fluctuations. Each 

length is available in two different luminous flux 

versions :

The HE (High Efficiency) versions optimise 

luminous efficiency (lm/W) at the expense of lower 

luminous flux.

The HO (High Output) versions deliver higher 

linear flow.
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Special lamps Long-life lamps

Equivalent in terms of luminous flux, these lamps 

have lifespans comparable to those offered 

by LED solutions, and are therefore longer than 

those offered by standard lamps.

They offer the advantage of lower maintenance 

costs and waste generation as a direct result 

of the longer replacement intervals.

They are ideal where relamping is costly 

(at extreme height, difficult access, etc.). 0

24 000

45 000

T5 T5 long life

Lifespan in hr

Eco lamps

These tubes deliver substantial savings in power 

consumption (up to 10 % less than standard tubes) 

with no effect on lighting performance. Available 

only in T5 format, they offer an economical 

alternative to LED technology.

Directional optics We offer a broad range of optics that cover 

the majority of architectural challenges.

Extensive reflectors

These high-efficiency specular aluminium 

reflectors have an unusually wide angle of spread. 

They are perfectly suited to providing an even 

spread of general lighting for installation below 

5 m in height.

Intensive reflectors

These mirror finish aluminium reflectors have 

a narrow angle of spread to concentrate 

the luminous flux. This type of directional lighting 

is indicated for corridors, public areas, specific 

areas or shelving.

Given their good performance in terms of lifespan and light 
efficiency, good range of colours and reasonable price, 
fluorescent sources have for decades provided the source 
of choice for architectural lighting.

Fluorescent 
sources
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Operational scenario

The time delay (1) is set using the remote 

control (timer or timed ‘dry contact’ detection 

sensor). At the end of this time delay, the system 

automatically triggers a switch-off warning (2) 

notifying the user before it switches to standby. 

The luminous flux from light sources dims from 

100 % to 10 % over the space of 30 seconds, 

and this economy mode is then maintained until 

a new ‘on’ command is received.

If no movement is detected after 30 minutes, 

the lights are turned off automatically (4).

1

2

3
4

100 %

10 %

0

1. Delay set by the sensor/timer (not included)

2. 30-second switch-off warning

3. 30-minutes of standby lighting

4. Automatic switch-off

Luminous flux

Time

1-10 V dimming This lighting management system is very simple 

to install, and for a long time was the only 

system available, which explains its popularity. 

Based on analogue technology, it is used almost 

exclusively for luminaires with fluorescent lamps.

Installation

The bus control is provided by an analogue 

DC voltage signal that varies from 10 V (maximum 

lighting) to 1 V (minimum lighting). It requires either 

a special rotary switch, an automatic controller 

connected to movement or light level sensors, 

or a complex controller connected to a BMS.
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Limitations

This system is sensitive to voltage drops over 

long cable runs and to mains power system 

interference. Since the control signal is polarised, 

special precautions need to be taken when wiring.

Lighting can make a major contribution to saving energy.
Providing precisely the right amount of lighting begins with 
identifying the most appropriate and efficient luminaires 
for your installation. The next stage is then appropriate project 
design in terms of installation sizing, location optimisation 
and the inclusion of suitable lighting management systems.

Lighting 
management

Push-button dimming This lighting management system controls 

the dimming of multiple luminaires using standard 

mains push-buttons. A brief push on the button 

turns the connected luminaires on or off, 

depending on their status at the time ; an extended 

push increases or reduces the lighting level.

Installation

Simple and economical, this system needs 

no special installation interface.

It uses mains voltage as the control signal. When 

the button is pressed, electrical pulses are sent 

to the luminaire, which decodes the electronic 

system integrated into the power supply. 

A special 4-conductor cable (2 for power supply, 

1 for functional earth and 1 for the push-button) 

is all that is required.
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Limitations

The use of this type of dimming system is limited 

to small spaces, such as meeting rooms 

and offices. The maximum recommended capacity 

is a set of 20 luminaires controlled simultaneously 

by one or more push-buttons. Since this type 

of lighting management system is proprietary 

- i.e. each manufacturer has its own system - 

it is not possible to guarantee correct operation 

when other manufacturers’ devices are used 

on the same circuit.

Switch-off warning 

function

This embedded system combines energy-saving, 

security and comfort requirements with simplicity 

of installation. It is ideal for use in underground 

passageways and car parks or even in the public 

areas of apartment buildings, such as stairwells, 

corridors and entrance halls. Its operation also 

reduces the number of on/off cycles to guarantee 

that fluorescent sources achieve their optimum 

lifespan.

Installation

This system is very simple to install 

and is compatible with all timers and dry contact 

detection sensors. Mains voltage is used 

as the control signal, making the system immune 

to interference. A special 4-conductor cable 
(2 for power supply, 1 for functional earth 

and 1 for the dry contact) is all that is required.

L

L’

N

L

L’

N

N’
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Basic controller

This solution uses a non-addressed controller 

to control a number of groups of luminaires using 

(presence, light level or other) sensors or switches, 

depending on the scenario. No programming 

is required, although attention to detail 

is necessary when wiring. In this (broadcast) 

configuration, all luminaires behave identically 

and no feedback of data is possible. The number 

of luminaires (usually ≤ 64), groups of luminaires, 

sensors and switches varies from manufacturer 

to manufacturer.

Expert controller

This system uses an addressing controller, which 

requires a certain level of installation expertise, 

especially in terms of automated functions. 

However, this process becomes simpler every 

year. It offers not only a broad range of monitoring 

functions (individual addressing, status 

indication, etc.), but also the option to programme 

fully-personalised lighting scenarios and effects 

for specific tasks or locations.

The groups or scenes can be revised at will - 

to reallocate a room, for example - with no need 

for physical interaction with the installation. 

Compatible with home automation systems 

and CTM/BMS via building protocol gateways 

(LON, KNX, etc.), this solution is perfectly suited 

to complex building management in terms both 

of cost and functionality.

S S S

1 — 16 sensors

DALI controller

1 — 64 luminaires

 Limitations

A DALI bus can manage 64 addresses, 16 groups 

and 16 scenes (control scenarios) ; larger 

installations require a route to link multiple buses 

together. In terms of wiring, the maximum distance 

between the power supply and the last luminaire 

is 300 m (for 1.5 mm² conductors).

Our DALI power supplies

Demanding by nature, we are aware of the most 

frequent faults encountered with dimmable 

installations : unpredictable fluctuations in lighting 

levels, unpleasant flickering, etc. Power supply 

quality has a major influence on the smoothness 

of dimming and the quality of light obtained. 

For this reason, we have selected linear amplitude 

dimming power supplies with no preset levels. This 

technology guarantees optimal, flicker-free, silent 

operation over a range from 1 % to 100 % following 

a logarithmic curve that matches the sensitivity 

of the human eye. Dimming levels are stably 

maintained, even when there are fluctuations 

in the main supply.

DALI dimming DALI (Digital Addressing Lighting Interface) 

is a non-proprietary international industry 

luminaire control protocol. Its great flexibility 

and many installation options have established 

it as the benchmark system by guaranteeing 

the interchangeability and interoperability 

of system units produced by different 

manufacturers.

Principle

This protocol is transmitted over a two-wire 

no-polarity digital communication bus with 

low sensitivity to electrical interference. It permits 

individual components (power supplies, 

sensors, etc.) to be individually addressed, 

making it possible to exercise dimming 

control over individual luminaires or groups 

of luminaires in response to external parameters, 

such as presence or light levels. Data flows 

in both directions, making it possible to monitor 

correct operation of luminaires and dimming 

levels. The luminaires used can be connected 

to management systems using standard 

5-conductor cables (potential-free, no polarity, 

no screening and no terminal resistance).

Dali (DA)

N

L

Dali (DA)

DA

DA

L

N

Installation

DALI dimming offers virtually unlimited options 

for lighting control, but the cost and complexity 

of installation vary depending on the required 

result. Selecting the right components depends 

on the application envisaged, so the lighting 

management profile requirement must 

be accurately identified in advance.

Simple control

The luminaires are controlled using a simple 

device such as a DALI rotary switch or light 

level sensor. In this case, the DALI protocol 

is used in a limited form, i.e. non-addressable 

and monodirectional. All products behave 

in the same way, and the number of products 

connected depends on the manufacturer 

(usually ≤ 25). This solution is ideal for managing 

a single room.

OFF ON
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To simplify fitting, adaptation and installation safety, Sammode 
offers all the options and accessories needed to identify 
the right luminaire for your needs.

Maintenance

Diffusers Regular cleaning of the luminaire avoids 

the accumulation of surface deposits, 

and ensures that it retains its original appearance 

and specifications. The best method is to use a 

little soap in warm water with the optional addition 

of a gentle domestic detergent, and wipe 

the luminaire using a soft fabric or non-abrasive 

sponge. The surfaces should then be rinsed with 

cold water and dried immediately with a soft cloth 

to avoid residual water marks. Never use abrasive 

cleaning or highly alkaline materials, and never 

scrape luminaires using scrapers, razor blades 

or other sharp tools. 

Stainless steel 

components

Regular washing of stainless steel components 

(end caps, fixings, etc.) with clean water improves 

their resistance and avoids the accumulation 

of the conductive deposits that result in pitting 

(galvanic corrosion). It is also preferable 

to use stainless steel fixings (A2 for use with 

304 L, and A4 for use with 316 L) when mounting 

luminaires and protect them against contamination 

as a result of an unprotected mounting (rust 

streaking, etc.).

Ingress protection The best-possible long-term seal is maintained 

by following the installation instructions available 

in our online publications (www.sammode.com). 

Particular care should be taken to tighten cable 

inlets and their suitability for the type of cable 

used.

Spare parts The simple assembly methods (nuts and bolts, 

rivets, etc.) used in our luminaires ensure that they 

can be easily dismantled to facilitate maintenance. 

From light source (LED modules, etc.) to electronic 

power supplies, mechanical structure (strap 

mountings, diffusers, etc.) and consumables 

(lamps, sockets, LED modules, drivers, etc.), 

every part of the luminaire is designed to last 

and be replaceable.

Spare parts are available for all our luminaires. 

For orders or additional information, please call 

us on +33 (0) 1 43 14 84 90 or e-mail us at  

info@sammode.com.

Gateways There are many gateway solutions that provide 

compatibility between DALI luminaires controlled 

by a system using a different protocol (1-10 V, DMX, 

KNX, etc.). Where this is the case, the luminaires 

operate in ‘broadcast’ mode. 2
3

0
V

 /
 D

A
L

I

Détecteur KNX

KNX

Dali Gateway

Luminaire DALI

Manuals For more information, please download 

our installation manuals from our website 

at www.sammode.com
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Cable inlets 
2 cable glands in nickel-plated brass Compatibility Code

• Luminaires supplied with 2 nickel-plated cable glands fitted 
to the end caps and a two-stage plug-in terminal to enable 
looped cabling

• Cable Ø capacity : 5 to 14 mm
• Ingress protection : IP66/IP68/IP69 K
• Materials : Nickel-plated brass

All Ø 100 and Ø 133 tubular 
ranges, except vertical wall 
lights

213 LN

IP68/IP69 K plug-in connector for Class II luminaires Compatibility Code

• Luminaires supplied with a straight plug-in connector with 
locking ring

• The base is end-cap mounted for Ø 100 and Ø 133 luminaires, 
and mounted to the cable gland body using an adapter for Ø 
70 luminaires

• Female socket supplied non-cabled
• Capacities :

 − Cable Ø : 8 to 10 mm
 − Terminal : screwed, 2 × 1.5 mm²

• Ingress protection : IP66/IP68/IP69 K
• Materials :

 − Base and adapter : nickel-plated brass
 − Body : polyamide 6
 − Locking ring : nickel-plated brass

• Recommended for Plug n Play installations

All tubular ranges, except  
Ø 40 vertical wall lights

PS2

IP68/IP69 K plug-in connector for Class II dimmable 
luminaires

Compatibility Code

• Luminaires supplied with a straight plug-in connector with 
locking ring

• The base is end-cap mounted for Ø 100 and Ø 133 luminaires, 
and mounted to the cable gland body using an adapter for Ø 
70 luminaires

• Female socket supplied non-cabled
• Capacities :

 − Cable Ø : 8 to 10 mm
 − Terminal : screwed, 5 × 1.5 mm²

• Ingress protection : IP66/IP68/IP69 K
• Materials :

 − Base and adapter : nickel-plated brass
 − Body : polyamide 6
 − Locking ring : aluminium

• Recommended for Plug n Play installations

All tubular ranges, except Ø 
40 vertical wall lights

PS5

IP68 plug-in cord for Class II luminaires Compatibility Code

• Luminaires fitted with an 80 cm Wieland RST male cord and 
non-cabled female socket

• Capacities :
 − Cable Ø : 6 to 10 mm
 − Terminal : screw connection, 2 × 4 mm²

• Ingress protection : IP66/IP68
• Materials :

 − Contacts : surface-treated brass
 − Insulating components : PA 66
 − Gasket material : NBR

• Recommended for Plug n Play installations

All tubular ranges, except Ø 
40 vertical wall lights

CW2

IP68 plug-in cord for Class II dimmable luminaires Compatibility Code

• Luminaires fitted with an 80 cm Wieland RST male cord and 
non-cabled female socket

• Capacities :
 − Cable Ø : 6 to 10 mm
 − Terminal : screw connection, 5 × 4 mm²
 − Ingress protection : IP66/IP68

• Materials :
 − Contacts : surface-treated brass
 − Insulating components : PA 66
 − Gasket material : NBR

• Recommended for Plug n Play installations

All tubular ranges, except Ø 
40 vertical wall lights

CW5

To simplify fitting, adaptation and installation safety, Sammode 
offers all the options and accessories needed to identify 
the right luminaire for your needs.

Options

Lighting 
management

Push-button dimming Compatibility Code

• Luminaire adjustment using a standard push-button. The 
length of time for which the button is pressed determines the 
dimming amplitude.

• 4 conductors (2 for power supply, 1 for functional earth and 1 
for the push-button)

All luminaires, with the 
exception of amenity lights, 
signage lights and Dix

RS

Switch-off warning function Compatibility Code

• Luminaires used in conjunction with a presence sensor, 
which increases luminaire power to 100 % where movement 
is detected. After a timed phase, the luminous flux of the 
luminaire will be reduced to a preset level.

• 4 conductors (2 for power supply, 1 for functional earth and 1 
for control return) 

All luminaires, with the 
exception of amenity lights, 
signage lights, floodlights 
and Dix

RC

1-10 V analogue dimming Compatibility Code

• Luminaires dimmable using an analogue signal generated 
by sensor (presence detector, photoelectric cell, etc.), 
potentiometer or management system

• 5 conductors (2 for power supply, 1 for functional earth and 2 
for the signal) 

All luminaires, with the 
exception of amenity lights, 
signage lights and Dix

RA

DALI digital dimming Compatibility Code

• Luminaires dimmable using a DALI bus controlled by a 
detector, push-button or management system. The DALI bus 
also enables status data to be returned to the system by the 
luminaire.

• 5 conductors (2 for power supply, 1 for functional earth and 2 
for the signal)

All luminaires, with the 
exception of amenity lights, 
signage lights and Dix

RD

Fixings 
Reinforced strap fixings with Torx Tamper-Resistant screws Compatibility Code

• Set of two reinforced screw-clamped stainless steel strap 
fixings secured using Torx Tamper-Resistant screws

All Ø 40 tubular ranges BAVT

Reinforced strap fixings with Torx Tamper-Resistant screws Compatibility Code

• Set of two reinforced screw-clamped stainless steel strap 
fixings secured using Torx Tamper-Resistant screws

All Ø 70 tubular ranges BCVT

Reinforced strap fixings with Torx Tamper-Resistant screws Compatibility Code

• Set of two reinforced screw-clamped stainless steel strap 
fixings secured using Torx Tamper-Resistant screws

All Ø 100 and Ø 133 tubular 
ranges

BRVT
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Finishings
316 L marine grade stainless steel finishes Compatibility Code

• Luminaire external metal components in 316 L stainless steel 
and screws in A4 stainless steel (in the basic option, these 
are 304 L stainless steel, with screws in A2 stainless steel).

• Excellent resistance to corrosion by pitting, and specifically 
recommended for luminaires installed in coastal areas.

All tubular and floodlight 
ranges

MR

No-tool closure Compatibility Code

• Luminaire opened and closed using a wingnut Dix FSO

Gear cover Compatibility Code

• Flexible white plastic film covering the back of the tray Fragonard and Eckersberg CA
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Photometric polar 
diagrams
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Monteverdi Palestrina Pissarro, extensive reflector Pissarro, intensive reflector

Pissarro GRD Purcell, extensive reflector Purcell, intensive reflector Purcell GRD

Seurat Streeton Tucholsky Turner

Uhland Valadon Vouet 

Correct sizing of your installation can make a considerable 
contribution to energy savings. We are available to help 
you plan the layout of your light sources. Please e-mail 
us at info@sammode.com

Photometric polar 
diagrams

Brecht, extensive reflector Brecht, spill shield, extensive reflector Brecht, intensive reflector Brecht, spill shield, intensive reflector

Byron Cézanne Chardin Courbet

Cranach Dix Eckersberg Elgar

Fragonard Gounod Hebbel Lanfranco
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Lighting levels This guide sets out the average recommended illuminance 
for each application. Illuminance must be calculated 
at the location where the task is performed.

Outdoor lighting EN 12464-2 standard of March 2014 : Outdoor work places

 Shared spaces Type Type of use Lighting level 

Circulation areas Walkways exclusively for pedestrians

Traffic areas for slow-moving vehicles (max. 10 kph), e.g. bicycles, trucks and 
excavators

10 lux at floor

Regular vehicle traffic (max. 40 kph)  

Pedestrian passages, vehicle turning, loading and unloading points

Cleaning and maintenance 50 lux at floor

Car parks Low-intensity circulation areas, for example shop parking areas, terraced houses 
and apartment buildings, bicycle parks, etc.

5 lux at floor

Medium-intensity circulation areas, for example large store car parks, office 
buildings, factories, sports and leisure complexes, etc.

High-intensity circulation areas, for large shopping centre car parks, large sports 
and leisure complexes, etc.

20 lux at floor

Service stations Vehicle parking areas and storage areas 5 lux at floor

Entrance and exit routes : dark surroundings 20 lux at floor

Entrance and exit routes : lit surroundings 50 lux at floor

Water and compressed air inspection points, and other maintenance areas

Measurement instrument reading areas 150 lux

Rail, tramway, underground, etc. 
areas

Walkways in rail stations, pedestrian walkways, etc. 10 lux at floor

Stairs in small rail stations (low passenger numbers) 50 lux at floor

Stairs in large rail stations (high passenger numbers) 100 lux at floor

Uncovered platforms of freight handling areas 20 lux at floor

Uncovered platforms of very small rail stations (halts with very low passenger 
numbers) *

5 lux at floor

Uncovered platforms of small rail stations (serving country lines, short routes, low 
passenger numbers) *

Uncovered platforms of midsize rail stations (suburban, regional or intercity 
services, average passenger numbers) *

Uncovered platforms of major rail stations (intercity services, high passenger 
numbers) *

50 lux at floor

Covered platforms of freight handling areas used for short periods 50 lux at floor

Covered platforms of freight handling areas used continually 100 lux at floor

Covered platforms of small rail stations (suburban, regional or intercity services, 
average passenger numbers) *

Covered platforms of major rail stations (intercity services) * 100 lux at floor

* Special attention should be paid to the platform edges
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Long-life lamps These lamps offer a longer 
lifespan than standard lamps, 
which is comparable 
to that of LED solutions, but with 
no effect on lighting performance 
(identical luminous flux).

Benefits :
• Lower maintenance costs as 

a direct result of the longer 
replacement intervals

• Ideal where lamp replacement 
is costly (at extreme height, 
difficult access, etc.)

• Less waste
• Low early failure rate

Limitations :
• To achieve the lifespans given 

by lamp manufacturers, it is not 
advised to dim lamps to less than 
30 %.

• Some lamp powers are not available 
in long-life versions (-) 

P (W) L (mm) Col. Temp. (K) CRI Cons. 2 (W) Lifespan³ (hr) 

T5 tubes, 16 mm diameter, G5 cap

HE (High Efficiency) 14 549 3000 / 4000 85 ≤ 17 45 000

- - -

28 1149 ≤ 32

35 1449 ≤ 39

HO (High Output) - - 3000 / 4000 85 - 45 000

- - -

49 1449 ≤ 56

54 1149 ≤ 60

80 1449 ≤ 88

Compact fluorescent lamps, 2G11 cap

18 217 3000 / 4000 85 ≤ 19 36 000

24 317 ≤ 25

36 411 ≤ 36

Compact fluorescent lamps, G(X)24q cap

26 164 3000/4000 85 ≤ 27 33 000

42 167 ≤ 47

Fluorescent lamps*
* Data sourced from leading 
lamp manufacturers, 
and subject to change.

The following tables give the maximum power consumption data 
for our luminaires fitted with fluorescent light sources. CELMA 
(Federation of National Manufacturers Associations for Luminaires 
and Electrotechnical components in the European Union) provides 
a classification of ballasts (or EEIs) based on the combined power 
consumption values of the lamp system + ballast. Sammode 
has selected only energy-efficient ballasts : A2 electronic ballasts 
with reduced losses (min. standard).

Standard lamps These are the most commonly used lamps.

P (W) L (mm) Flux1 (lm) Col. Temp. (K) CRI Cons. 2 (W) Lifespan³ (hr) 

T5 tubes, 16 mm diameter, G5 cap

HE (High Efficiency) 14 549 1200 3000 / 4000 85 ≤ 17 24 000

21 849 1900 ≤ 24

28 1149 2600 ≤ 32

35 1449 3300 ≤ 39

HO (High Output) 24 549 1750 3000 / 4000 85 ≤ 26 24 000

39 849 3100 ≤ 43

49 1449 4300 ≤ 56

54 1149 4450 ≤ 60

80 1449 6150 ≤ 88

Compact fluorescent lamps, 2G11 cap

18 217 1200 3000 / 4000 85 ≤ 19 20 000

24 317 1800 ≤ 25

36 411 2900 ≤ 36

Compact fluorescent lamps, G(X)24q cap

26 130 / 164 1800 3000 / 4000 85 ≤ 27 13 000 - 20 000

42 167 3200 ≤ 47

Eco lamps These tubes deliver substantial savings in power consumption (up to 10 % less than standard tubes) with no effect 
on lighting performance (identical luminous flux).

P (W) eco lamp P (W) equiv. lamp L (mm) Col. Temp. (K) CRI Cons.2 (W) Lifespan³ (hr) 

T5 tubes, 16 mm diameter, G5 cap

HE (High Efficiency) 13 14 549 3000 / 4000 85 ≤ 16 24 000

19 21 849 ≤ 22

25 28 1149 ≤ 29

32 35 1449 ≤ 36

HO (High Output) 20 24 549 3000 / 4000 85 ≤ 22 24 000

34 39 849 ≤ 38

45 49 1449 ≤ 52

50 54 1149 ≤ 56

73 80 1449 ≤ 81

N.B.

1.  Lamp luminous flux data refer 
to a temperature of +25 °C to enable 
efficiency calculation in accordance 
with EN13032.

2. The consumption figures shown 
are standardised maximum values. 
For precise consumption data, please 
contact us.

3. The average lifespan of a lamp 
refers to a mortality rate of 50% (with 
continued luminous flux greater than 
90% for surviving lamps). It refers 
to a 3-hour cycle (2 hours, 45 minutes 
on/15 minutes off).
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The luminous flux of a fluorescent luminaire (in lumens) 
is obtained by multiplying the flux of the lamp by the efficiency 
of the luminaire (available in the Photometric Polar Diagram 
chapter) : Φ luminaire = Φ lamp × η

Calculating 
luminaire luminous 
flux

Example : Luminous flux 

of a Pissarro with extensive reflector 

and T5 HO 54 W lamp :

Φ luminaire = 4450 lm × 93 % = 4138 lm

Luminous flux is a simple criterion that 

enables a first level of comparison 

between luminaires, particularly 

comparison of fluorescent products with 

LED products. However, it is important 

to bear in mind that luminous flux 

does not always equate to illuminance 

in the area to be lit.

So efficient lighting is not just about 

the quantity of light, but how well 

the luminous flux is directed.

This is referred to as 'useful flux', 

and photometric polar diagrams 

(charting the spatial distribution of light 

intensity) remain the most relevant 

criterion.

Our sales and technical teams 

are available to assist you in selecting 

the correct product for your needs.

LED tubes are ready to install and fit the sockets of fluorescent 
luminaires. Using luminaires specifically designed 
for LED tubes brings with it certain advantages, but replacing 
a fluorescent source directly with an LED source compromises 
the quality, service, comfort and safety of the lighting system.

LED tubes

Safety Although major manufacturers (Philips, Osram, etc.) offer solutions that remove the risk 

of electrocution when relamping, many hazardous products are still in use. Many LED tubes have 

been withdrawn from the market by the European Union as part of the Rapid Alert System to flag 

up non-compliance with the Low Voltage Directive 2006/95/EC and the EN 60598 standard.

The benefits LED tubes offer many practical benefits for operators : reduced energy consumption and longer 

lifespan than traditional sources, simple maintenance and easy end-of-life replacement.

The drawbacks Replacing fluorescent lamps with LED tubes in existing luminaires invalidates the manufacturer 

EC mark. Doing so requires major modifications to be made to the product : in most cases, 

the wiring has to be adapted and components within the luminaire replaced or shunted. The liability 

of the luminaire manufacturer no longer applies, and all warranties are void. Most importantly, 

the quality of service is reduced, since each luminaire has been optimised for a particular source 

and light distribution pattern at the design stage. The results include reduced illuminance, 

unbalanced spread of light, frequent glare, etc.

Our vision We believe that a luminaire is a coherent assembly of light source, power supply and casing. We have 

applied this philosophy since 1927 to all our products and in the many applications we offer.

Relamping A replacement light source should always use the same technology as the original. For example, 

to improve the performance of a fluorescent luminaire, we offer long-life and energy-efficient 

fluorescent tubes perfectly matched to the design of the luminaire.

LED luminaires Our LED products are designed around standardised modules selected specifically for their high 

quality. They therefore benefit long term from the latest generation of components that offer efficient 

thermal management even in a sealed casing. This optimises the energy efficiency and lifespan, 

depending on their application. Lastly, our dedicated LED module optical systems cover every lighting 

need.

Our commitment Choosing a Sammode luminaire means choosing the best light source in a casing that is completely 

appropriate for its application. Since every component within the luminaire is easy to maintain, 

you are assured of the highest-possible level of service continuity.
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Luminaires from the Sammode outdoor lighting 

range are rated IK07 (floodlights) and IK10 

(all other products). The following tests have 

been conducted under laboratory conditions 

in accordance with EN 62 262. Materials 

and design choices are optimised to maintain 

this level of impact resistance throughout the life 

of the luminaire.

The ingress protection levels of our luminaires 

remain intact following mechanical impact, 

as long as this remains below the impact energy 

guaranteed by the IK rating.

IK XX

XX Protection against the ingress of solid objects

00 No protection

01 Impacts of 0.14 joules impact energy (the energy of a 14 g weight falling 1 m) 

02 Impacts of 0.2 joules impact energy (the energy of a 20 g weight falling 1 m) 

03 Impacts of 0.35 joules impact energy (the energy of a 35 g weight falling 1 m) 

04 Impacts of 0.5 joules impact energy (the energy of a 50 g weight falling 1 m) 

05 Impacts of 0.7 joules impact energy (the energy of a 70 g weight falling 1 m) 

06 Impacts of 1 joules impact energy (the energy of a 100 g weight falling 1 m) 

07 Impacts of 2 joules impact energy (the energy of a 200 g weight falling 1 m) 

08 Impacts of 5 joules impact energy (the energy of a 500 g weight falling 1 m) 

09 Impacts of 10 joules impact energy (the energy of a 1 kg weight falling 1 m) 

10 Impacts of 20 joules impact energy (the energy of a 2 kg weight falling 1 m) 

The electrical safety classification defines a level 

of electrical protection for the user as the basis 

for measuring the potential risk of a person 

coming into contact with mains voltage (230 V AC) 

or any other voltage hazardous to humans (above 

50 V in dry surroundings).

Sammode luminaires comply with electrical safety 

classes I, II and III in accordance with EN 60598-1.

Class Protection Symbol

Class I Equipment that is electrically insulated and provided with a connection to 
earth to protect exposed metal parts that could become live accidentally

Class II Equipment that has double or reinforced insulation of its active 
components (functional and physical insulation) with no earthing of metal 
parts

Class III Operation at very low voltage (< 50 V) 

The glow wire test is governed 

by the IEC 60695-2-10 standard, and is applied 

to determine whether the luminaire installed 

in a building could potentially burn and, more 

importantly, could contribute to the spread 

of fire. The diffusers fitted to luminaires from 

the Sammode outdoor range pass the glow wire 

test at a temperature of 650 °C. The borosilicate 

protective glass and metal luminaire components 

are deemed non-flammable.

The test consists of applying a wire heated 

to a fixed temperature (650 °C, 850 °C, 960 °C, etc.) 

for a fixed period (5 or 30 seconds, for example) 

and examining the behaviour of the luminaire 

housing, especially if it catches fire.

Impact resistance (IK) 

Electrical safety 

classification

Fire resistance

Specifications

The IP rating refers to the degree of protection 

provided by electrical equipment enclosures 

against the ingress of solid objects and liquids 

in accordance with EN 60529.

IP X Y

X Protection against the ingress of solid objects Y Protection against the ingress of liquids

0 No protection 0 No protection

1 ≥ 50 mm diameter 1 Vertically falling drops of water 

2 ≥ 12.5 mm diameter 2 Direct sprays of water up to 15° from vertical 

3 ≥ 2.5 mm diameter 3 Direct sprays of water up to 60° from vertical (rain) 

4 ≥ 1.0 mm diameter 4 Water splashed from all directions

5 Protected against dust (no harmful deposit) 5 Low-pressure water jets from all directions

6 Totally protected against dust 6 High-pressure water jets or heavy seas 

7 Temporary immersion

8 Prolonged immersion at a depth specified by the manufacturer

9K High-pressure steam/water jet cleaning

• Sammode luminaires are rated :

• IP65 for floodlights

• IP66, 68 and 69K for tubular luminaire

The following tests have been conducted 

under laboratory conditions in accordance 

with ISO 20653. Materials and design choices 

are optimised to maintain this level of ingress 

protection throughout the life of the luminaire.

Up to, and including, the second figure 

6, the rating implies compliance with 

the requirements of all lower numbers.

Rating Test procedure

IP65 Spraying the enclosure from all practicable directions with a stream of water from a 
standard-compliant test nozzle
• Test duration : 3 minutes
• Flow rate : 12.5 l/min
• Distance between the nozzle and enclosure surface : 2.5 m - 3 m
• Pressure : 30 kPa

IP66 Spraying the enclosure from all practicable directions with a stream of water from a 
standard-compliant test nozzle
• Test duration : 3 minutes
• Flow rate : 100 l/min
• Distance between the nozzle and enclosure surface : 2.5 m - 3 m

IP68 Immersion of the luminaire in cold water
• Immersion of the luminaire at a depth of 4 m (0.4 Bar)
• The luminaire is switched on for 1 hour before commencement of the test
• The luminaire is switched off during the test
• Immersion duration : 1 hour

IP69K Spraying the enclosure with a high-pressure jet of hot water to reproduce food industry cleaning 
conditions.
• Test duration : 2,5 minutes
• Flow rate : 15 l/min
• Distance between the nozzle and enclosure surface : 100 and 150 mm
• Pressure : 10000 kPa
• Water temperature : 80 °C

Ingress Protection (IP) 
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Fluorescent lamp :   Low-pressure 

mercury discharge lamp in which 

the majority of the light is emitted 

by a layer of fluorescent material 

excited by the ultraviolet radiation 

of the discharge.

General lighting :   Uniform room lighting 

that takes no account of specific needs.

Glare :   Annoyance or discomfort caused 

by excessively high light levels or light 

level contrasts.

GR :   See definition of RG.

Heatsink :   A device designed to dissipate 

the heat generated by a light source.

Hot cathode :   The name given 

to an electronic ballast that preheats 

the electrodes of a lamp to increase 

its lifespan.

IK :   Classification of mechanical 

protection that characterises 

the resistance of enclosures 

to mechanical impact damage (see 

luminaire specifications).

Illuminance :   Luminous flux per unit area, 

measured in lux.

Incident lighting :   Directional lighting 

using a very intense beam, particularly 

effective for lighting surfaces.

Intensive :   The property of a luminous 

flux to be focused, or the ability of an  

optical system to focus a luminous flux.

IP (Ingress Protection) :   Classification 

of ingress protection against solid 

objects and liquids (see luminaire 

specifications).

Kelvin (K) :   The SI unit of thermodynamic 

temperature. In the context of lighting, 

it refers to the colour nuances of white 

light.

LED :   Light Emitting Diode. 

An optoelectronic component with 

the ability to generate light. The light 

emitted is a monochromatic point 

source.

Lens :   A transparent optical component 

shaped to direct light in a specific way :   

convergent or divergent.

Light level sensor :   A sensor that 

measures the light level at a given point 

and, when connected to luminaires, 

adjusts their luminous flux to supplement 

the level of natural daylight.

Light Mixing Chamber :   Structure 

surrounding the LED source 

and designed to improve its luminous 

efficiency, limit indirect luminous flux 

and eliminate faults caused by shaded 

areas and internal reflections within 

the luminaire.

Lighting uniformity :   The ratio 

between the lowest illuminated area 

and the average illuminated area 

within a given room or space. This ratio 

is important in determining the level 

of visual comfort.

Looping :   A wiring technique that 

consists of creating a junction 

on a two-stage connector inside 

the luminaire to avoid the need 

for a junction box.

Lumen (lm) :   The SI derived unit 

of luminous flux, which provides 

a measure of the total quantity 

of visible light emitted by a light source 

or luminaire.

Luminance :   Quantity defined 

as luminous flux divided by the apparent 

surface of the light source. This quantity 

is the only one perceptible by humans, 

and is used to measure glare. It is  

measured in candelas per m² (cd/m²).

Luminosity :   The subjective expression 

of a visual sensation describing 

whether a surface appears to emit more 

or less light.

Luminous efficiency :   In the context 

of lighting, this term refers to the ratio 

between the luminous flux emitted 

and the power consumed. It is expressed 

in lumens per watt (lm/W).

Luminous flux :   The quantity of light 

emitted by a source in one second  

in all directions. It is measured in  

lumens (lm).

Luminous intensity :   The photometric 

quantity that expresses the luminous 

power of a light source. It is an SI base 

unit. It is used to define the luminosity 

of a point light source in a given 

direction. It is measured in candelas (cd).

Lux (lx) :   a measure of the illuminance 

of a uniformly lit surface receiving 

a luminous flux of one lumen per square 

metre. In practice, this value is used 

to characterise the quantity of light 

in a space or falling on a surface.

Lux meter :   Device used to measure 

illuminance.

MacAdam ellipse :   The elliptical area 

within the CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram 

in which the colour located at the centre 

of the ellipse cannot be distinguished 

from all other colours contained within 

the ellipse (visual colorimetric confusion 

zone). The size of the ellipse delimits 

the zone within which a colour may vary, 

either in its initial state or steady state :   

the smaller the size (MacAdam Ellipse 3, 

for example - see SDCM), the narrower 

the chromatic tolerance.

Metal halide lamp :   A lamp in which 

the light is produced directly or indirectly 

by means of an electric discharge 

in a gas, metal vapour or combination 

of several gases or vapours.

Mirror finish :   A surface with very 

significant optical reflection properties 

that create a “mirror” effect.

Mood lighting :   Low-intensity lighting that 

creates a soft or gentle mood in a room 

or building.

Movement sensor :   A sensor that 

generates an electrical impulse when 

movement occurs within its detection 

zone.

Neutral white :   A white light with a colour  

temperature of between 3500 and  

5000 K.

1-10 V :   Analogue lighting management 

protocol that enables luminaire intensity 

to be varied by the use of a control 

device (potentiometer, presence sensor, 

management system, etc.).

Accent lighting :   Localised lighting 

intended to highlight a particular subject 

(retail product or architectural feature, 

for example).

Amenity light :   An outdoor luminaire 

installed on a vertical surface (e.g. wall). 

It often meets high levels of mechanical 

performance (IP and IK).

Asymmetric :   Light distribution pattern 

in which the beam is directed to be more 

intense in a particular desired direction 

to illuminate a picture or wall.

Average illuminance :   Average 

illuminance measured or calculated 

within a room at points on a standard 

grid.

Barn doors :   Movable flaps mounted 

on the floodlight housing for the purpose 

of directing and concealing the light 

to suit the specific application.

Beam :   All the light rays produced 

by a source in a given direction.

Binning :   The technique used to classify 

LEDs on the basis of their luminous flux, 

colour temperature and voltage. All LEDs 

from the same colour “bin” deliver 

the same guaranteed quality of light.

Candela (cd) :   The SI unit of luminous 

intensity emitted by a point light source 

in a particular direction.

Candela per square metre (cd/m2) :   

the derived SI unit of luminance.

Cap :   The rear part of the lighting source 

which fits into the socket to provide both 

electrical connection and mechanical 

fixing. It is essential to have the right type 

of socket for the right type of cap.

Ceiling light :   A luminaire surface 

mounted on a ceiling.

Clear :   The name given to low  

translucency or transparent material.

Cold white :   A white light tending towards 

blue, typically with a warm colour 

temperature of 5000 K or higher.

Colour Rendering Index (CRI) :   The ability 

of a light source to render the colours 

of objects accurately when compared 

with those produced using a reference 

source. It ranges from 0 to 100 (ideal 

white light).

Colour temperature :   The apparent 

colour of light. Colour temperatures 

below 3500 K are referred to as “warm’ ; 

the yellow-orange shade deepens 

as the temperature decreases. Colour 

temperatures above 5000 K are referred 

to as “cold’ ; the blue shade deepens 

as the temperature rises.

Compact fluorescent lamp :   

The name commonly given to single-cap 

fluorescent lamps, as opposed 

to twin-cap fluorescent tubes.

Current :   The - usually negative - flow 

of electrical charge passing through 

a surface within a unit of time. It is an SI 

base unit. It is measured in amperes.

DALI :   Digital Adressing Lighting 

Interface. The protocol that 

enables a signal transmitted 

by a pair of cables known as a “bus” 

to control an installation of multiple 

luminaires. The DALI system makes 

it possible to address devices within 

a system individually and receive data 

for monitoring the correct operation 

of luminaires and dimming levels.

Diffuse :   The property of a surface 

or material that allows incident light 

waves to be scattered in all directions. 

Similar to the effect created 

by an opalescent material.

Diffuser :   A translucent or opalescent 

optical element with the ability to defuse 

incident light waves throughout 

the surrounding space.

Diffusion :   In luminaires fitted with 

devices to conceal the light source 

from view (diffusion louvres), diffusion 

is defined as the maximum angle 

at which the lamp is not visible (relative 

to the horizontal).

Diffusion louvres :   An optical system 

using steel or aluminium baffles 

to conceal the light source from view 

from a predetermined angle (see 

Diffusion).

Dimmable :   A luminaire for which the user 

can adjust the luminous flux.

Directional :   A light source whose beam 

is directed by a reflector.

Electronic ballast :   A power supply 

using a semiconductor circuit to power 

fluorescent lamps for instantaneous 

illumination.

Electrical safety classification :   

Characterisation of the level of electrical 

protection provided by an electrical 

device in respect of human safety. There 

are three classes of electrical safety (see 

luminaire specifications).

EMC (Electro Magnetic Compatibility) :   

The ability of a device or system 

to operate satisfactorily within 

its electromagnetic environment 

without itself generating unwanted 

electromagnetic interference with 

the potential to affect or damage other 

equipment.

ENEC :   The European mark 

for compliance of traditional 

and LED luminaires with European 

standards.

Energy efficiency classification 

(EEI :   Energy Efficiency Index) :   Power 

consumption classification adopted 

by Lighting Europe for the ballasts 

used in fluorescent lamps and tubes, 

high-pressure sodium lamps and metal 

halide lamps.

Extensive :   The property of a luminous 

flux to be broad, or the ability of an  

optical system to widen a luminous flux.

Filter :   Optical component that selects 

all or part of the spectral wavelengths 

emitted by a light source.
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Optical yield :   The percentage ratio 

between the luminous flux on leaving 

the device and the flux emitted 

by the light source.

Passage lighting :   Lighting flanking 

a regularly-used pedestrian route  

to light transition areas between sections 

of a route.

Photobiological risk :   The potential 

of light to harm the human eye (see 

luminaire specifications)

Photometrics :   From the Greek 

“PHOTÒS” (light) and “METRIA” 

(measurement). The field of physics that 

measures quantities related to visible 

light.

Potentiometer :   Variable resistance used 

in lighting to vary the voltage in order 

to control dimming in accordance with 

the 1-10 V principle.

Power supply :   Device used to convert 

mains power to provide light sources 

with appropriate voltage and current. 

The term “ballast” is used for fluorescent 

lamps, and “driver” for LEDs.

Protocol :   A standardised language that 

enables individual connected devices 

to communicate, e.g. via the Ethernet,  

IP, DALI or DMX protocols.

Push-button :   Also referred to as “switch 

control”, this simple control system 

enables the dimming of lighting 

to be controlled from a single 

push-button switch. (See lighting 

management)

Reflection :   A physical property 

describing what happens when incident 

waves interfere with the surface 

and return through their original medium.

Reflection coefficient :   The property 

of a surface defined by the ratio 

of the amplitude of the reflected wave 

to the incident wave.

Reflector :   An optical system that reflects 

light and is usually made from aluminium. 

There are many different types, including 

asymmetrical/symmetrical and intensive/

extensive.

RG
 :   The degree of glare produced 

by an outdoor lighting installation 

as experienced from a given 

observation point. Previously referred 

to as the GR (Glare Rating), 

it is defined by the IEC 112-1994 standard 

and can be calculated in precise 

circumstances, but unlike the concept 

of UGR used for indoor lighting, 

is impossible to calculate a standard 

value for a given luminaire without taking 

account of the complete installation.

Satin finish :   This term describes 

a surface between mirror and matt 

finishes, i.e. a surface with both specular 

and diffuse reflection properties. It also 

refers to a homogeneous non-opaque 

material with a white (often milky) 

appearance.

SDCM (Standard Deviation Colour 

Matching) :   An indicator used to measure 

the size of MacAdam ellipses, 

and therefore the zone in which a colour 

may vary. The lower the figure (SDCM 3, 

for example), the narrower the chromatic 

tolerance. Values generally fall between 

1and 8.

Signage lighting :   Very low-power lighting 

which is not intended to illuminate, 

but rather to provide indications 

or backlight a translucent film.

Socket :   Plastic, metal or ceramic 

component located at the extremity 

of the electrical circuit to house the lamp 

cap. It is essential to have the right type 

of socket for the right type of cap.

T5 tube :   16 mm diameter linear 

fluorescent lamp offered in a broad 

range of power ratings.

Terminal :   A mechanical component 

installed on a fixed surface 

for the purpose of making electrical 

connections, typically for the connection 

of an electrical device to mains power 
(230 V/50 Hz).

Transmission coefficient :   The property 

of a material defined by the amplitude 

of the transmitted wave divided 

by the amplitude of the incident wave.

Tray :   Metal component used 

to hold all the internal components 

of a luminaire.

UGR (Unified Glare Rating) :   Based 

on calculation of the luminance values 

emitted by a lighting unit, this parameter 

expresses the direct glare generated 

by the unit itself within an indoor 

installation.

Visual field :   Of the eye or eyes. 

The total area in which objects 

can be seen in the side (peripheral) 

vision as you focus your eyes on a central 

point. The visual field may be monocular 

or binocular.

Wall light :   A luminaire installed 

on a vertical surface (e.g. wall). The wall 

light itself may be installed horizontally 

or vertically.

Warm white :   A white light tending 

towards orangey yellow, typically 

with a warm colour temperature 

of 3500 K or lower.

Zhaga :   An international consortium 

of lighting companies, which prepares 

industry standard specifications 

to ensure the interchangeability of LEDs 

produced by different manufacturers.
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Lighting of a fountain by projection

A picture from the 1931 Sammode catalogue
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